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MIRIAM LASKIN
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to issue 15 of ¡Escriba!/Write!, the Hostos Library’s annual student literary and art
journal. We always start by inviting ALL Hostos Community College students to submit your work
and showcase your creativity in writing, photography and art. We share our students’ work with the
Hostos community by publishing in print and digital formats. Anyone with an Internet connection
can go to our Escriba website (http://commons.hostos.cuny.edu/escriba/) to read past issues. This
journal was conceived to include work in Spanish as well as in English but we are glad to receive
submissions in any language.
We also depend on the generosity and skill of Mr. Wilfredo Rodriguez and the design interns
he supervises for laying out the manuscript and art for our printer each year. You cab see what a
beautiful job they do.
For the past four years we have been able to offer monetary awards and recognition
at the annual Honors Convocation to four Escriba contributors – two writers and two artists.
This issue includes the work of Jenifer Vivar and Melanie LaTorre for their personal narratives and
poetry. And we also present the art and photography of this year’s winners, Angelique Strungys
and Karim Moubarak. We’re proud of them for their inspiring creations and proud of each and every
contributor to the issue.
The kinds of writing we receive for publication seems to expand every year. This year we
include poetry and prose exploring our great city of New York, and reflections and perceptions of
issues of discrimination, free speech and other contemporary challenges people are thinking about
and acting on. We also include one-act plays, poetry and personal narratives about close relationships, and thoughts of those lost to us, who will be missed. This year the art we have received includes the beautiful, evocative photographs of Karim Moubarak, the mysterious and imaginative
art of Angelique Strungy, and several wondrous depictions of Eugenio Maria de Hostos, the Puerto
Rican revolutionary, educator and writer for whom our college is named.
We have the honor of accepting for publication – for the second year in a row,
poetry written by inmates at Otisville Correctional facility who took a course given by Hostos Professor Elys Vasquez-Iscan. These students are a part of the Prison-to-College program founded by Prof.
Baz Dreisinger of John Jay College, CUNY and we thank Prof. Dreisinger and the Prison-to-College
Pipeline Coordinator, Prof. Katie Schaffer for their help and support.
As we do each year, we are proud to publish the winning essays from two annual contests:
the Adrienne WeissWomen’s History Month Essay Contest and the Women’s & Gender Studies
Awards for Excellence.
We celebrate the enthusiasm and writing skills of our Hostos students
and I think you, dear Reader, will too. There is so much to enjoy in this issue of ¡Escriba!/Write!
Without the help of Hostos faculty many of the writing pieces and art would not have
landed on our editorial desk. We’d like to thank the following members of our faculty for helping
steer students to submit their work for this journal: Professors Jerilyn Fisher, Christine Hutchens, Andrea Fabrizio, Natasha Yannacaneda, William Casari, Elys Vasquez-Iscan, Ian Scott, Andrew Connelly
and Nancy Genova. Each year we give our heartfelt thanks to our Hostos faculty, who are are always
big supporters of our students and our student journal.
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BARRY FORD
KEEP FREE SPEECH FREE
Americans seem to have forgotten the value of our right to free speech. The authors
of the US Constitution held the right to free speech to be so important that the first Amendment made to the Constitution was to ensure that this right could not be taken away by an
act of Congress. Yet just this year, both Milo Yiannopolis and Ann Coulter were denied their
right to speak at public universities. Like many conservatives, Coulter and Yiannopolous hold
and voice opinions that are challenging and unpopular amongst those with liberal leanings.
Some people may even find their ideas offensive. But the First Amendment exists specifically
to protect even the most offensive and unpopular ideas from censorship. In order for free
speech to remain free, we must all have the right to speak.
There are and should be logical, sane restrictions on speech; the laws prohibiting
incitement to riot, solicitation of a felony and calls to assassinate the President are among
them. Slander and libel deserve punishment, but not imprisonment (fines make good punishments). Consumers should be protected from false advertising. Beyond these, we should
observe great caution when considering restrictions on speech.
The danger of curbs on offensive or hateful speech lies in the potential for censorship
of speech that is merely unpopular. As a society, we can hardly agree on what constitutes
offensive speech; words that offend one group are used by another as uplifting propaganda.
For example, while the term ‘white privilege’ is used as a pejorative by some anti-racism activists, white supremacists such as Richard Spencer claim white privilege as a cherished inheritance, endangered by politically correct liberalism. To white supremacists, the rhetoric of the
Black Lives Matter movement is offensive speech, and they would love to suppress it.
The need for protection of free expression is just as great now as it was when the
Founders of our nation ratified the Bill of Rights (i.e., the first ten amendments of the U.S.
Constitution) in order to secure the future of our democracy. President Trump has repeatedly
attacked the news media, accusing them of false reporting, and even going so far as to label
the press “the enemy of the people.” This is nothing new; politicians regularly treat the press
as an adversary. But an attack on the news media is a direct attack on the fundamental right
to free speech enjoyed by all Americans, and we should be alarmed. In our democracy, we
depend on a free press to keep us apprised of the actions of our government, to expose its
excesses, and to root out corruption. Without a free press, corrupt politicians and would-be
kingmakers are free to carry out their schemes with impunity. But free expression need not
be political to be threatened by censorship.
Despite our Constitutional guarantee of the right to free speech, works of art have
been censored in this country. Art is often controversial; if it is not, then some would argue
that it is not art. Trey Parker and Matt Stone were forced to remove images of Mohamed from
their popular animated series South Park because the management of the Comedy Central
network, which broadcast the series, feared retribution from militant Islamic groups. Although this censorship was voluntary (on the part of the network), such actions have a chillDecember 2017										ESCRIBA! 7

ing effect overall on the expression of free speech. Comedy Central was widely condemned
for their censorship, which was perceived as a cowardly capitulation to enemies of free
speech.
Self-censorship is often just as effective as legal prohibitions on free speech, and it
is just as damaging to the public good. Instead of hearing about socialized medicine and
its benefits, we are saddled with the awkward and misleading phrase, ‘single-payer system.’
Socialized medicine is state-sponsored and available to all citizens; this is well understood by
most, and easily explained to others – one need only say, “The government pays for it.” Using the term ‘single-payer’ allows the speaker to pretend that there is some other (Capitalist)
source of funds that will cover the cost of care.
This ambiguity in the debate over health care is a legacy of the Red Scare in the 1950s.
During the Cold War, Americans were taught to fear Communism and embrace American
democracy, which meant embracing capitalism. Communists were enemies of the American
people; socialists were their near cousins, to be viewed with suspicion and dread. Inspired
by President Truman’s 1947 demand for loyalty testing of civil servants, Senator Joseph McCarthy began a campaign of persecution against everyday Americans. Citizens suspected
of belonging to the Communist Party or of having socialist leanings were threatened with
arrest, and many were dragged before Congress to face accusations of lacking a proper sense
of patriotism to the American government. The First Amendment guarantees the right to
free association in a political party, as an adjunct to the right to free speech, but the power of
social censorship was so great that a culture of fear prevailed for a time. Hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of lives were ruined before McCarthy was discredited and the House Un-American Activities committee was disbanded. Americans still fear being labeled as socialists, and
most take great pains to ensure their speech reflects “true” American democratic values.
We don’t need censorship to weed out hate speech; we just need to make use of our
own right to free speech. When we hear of some person espousing ideas hateful to us, we
should respond with vigor and honesty, countering ignorance with wisdom, bigotry with
tolerance, and hatred with the reminder of our common love of humanity. Propagandists
fear debate, for no-one will long believe a lie if its veracity is a matter of public dispute. This
is the power of free speech; what one may say is true, another may deny, citing evidence and
marshaling witnesses to his cause. The right to free speech is the birthright of all Americans
and all naturalized citizens. Claim it, use it, or lose it. The choice is yours.
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MELANIE LATORRE
ODE TO AMERICA
Woe are the people of the Un-united and dissociated Republic
That stands for freedom and justice.
Behold not the long-awaited judgement day but
The past now becomes our present.
Must we suppress the already oppressed?
We are already on our way to regression,
Told to shut up, take it and forget about the rest.
Rest?! There is only stress:
Babes are snatched from home while still on the breast
While an empire collapses into tyranny.
Where are the solutions for the self-portrayed deities
That mean to repeat history with New Age Jim Crow,
Neo-lynching and burning,
Forced removal – they call justified biological waste,
Massive deportation
By a word no longer referred to mean a substance that
Cools.
Green lights handed out like quota-riven summons to deprive everyone else
Besides “free persons”
Of their natural God-given rights.
The same ones past generations have fought for, died to protect.
Did he really just violate OUR CONSTITUTION?!
Wake up America, Amerika, Amerikkka,
Land of the free as long as its paid for.
This is not a test, this is not a drill,
This is just the beginning of history repeating to come full circle.
This is Roe v. Wade,
Brown v. Department of Education,
Trail of Tears,
Floyd v. City of New York,
This is Selma, Chicago, New York, Louisiana,
This is from the good ol’ dirty South to the Boogiedown Bronx burning,
Leaving a trail blazing,
This is Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X,
Pedro Albizu Campos, Oscar Rivera Lopez
Lolita Lebron,
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Pearl Harbor, and
Vieques.
Remember them and say their names
Because what was once alive never truly dies!
There will be riots and marches that carry the nation’s cries,
Prayers and petitions of hope and drive to the heavens.
I am the face of the millions of descendants of the quadroon,
Mestizo, mulatto, the Nuyorican
Who reads The New York Times while listening to Tito Puente and Satchmo.
I am the face that witnessed thousands of David Ourlichts enduring stop and frisk,
THEY are the faces that crossed lands blanketed with corpses,
Waters that vowed to swallow them whole
All with the hope to flee a war they have no part in.
Is the pursuit of happiness a sin
If you have more than a drop of melanin on your skin?
WE are the faces that link our arms, hands and voices to uphold and honor our dreams,
WE are the faces that are saying No!
Hear us sing our promise as the sounds of our beating hearts knock down your oppression.
Hear us now, Hear us always.
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MOHAMADOU OUABA
A EULOGY FOR DISCRIMINATION
Oh! Discrimination
Oh you, one of the cruelest Spirits our world has ever known
Oh! You who divided the children of Adam and Eve
We are delighted to hear you’re going six feet under the Earth
You, who classified us based on how much melanin we possess
Even though we all have been beautifully created by God
You classified us based on how we worship
Even though we all are trying to please the same Divinity
Oh Discrimination,
You classified us based on our material possession.
Even though it has been granted to us by the same benefactor
You made us believe that one sex is better than the other.
Huh! You even made us kill our daughters and keep our sons
We regret today as we all have the same ability and potential.
Oh Discrimination how can you make the humanity associate the Old age with uselessness?
You said 65 years of wisdom and experiences does not merit more Than a nursing home.
On behalf of the dishonorable victim you have made
Yes, we celebrate your decease.
While we do, we know some of your relatives are still alive:
Stereotyping, unconscious bias
On behalf of brotherhood and sisterhood of humanity,
We pray for their speedy departure
While we make merry of your demise
We forgive you for all the woe you’ve made us go through.
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TODD MOELLER
IDENTITY CRISIS
It’s about time that we awaken
Come together as a nation
And fight the abomination
Of modern day enslaving
That’s disguised behind the mask,
Of mass incarceration.
Judging all my brothers by the color of their faces
Declaring war on the poor,
And we’re praising Ronald Reagan
Y’all call it prison, I call it a plantation.
Sell a couple grams a crack,
Life in prison’s what we facing.
Stuck in a broken system
We’re all lost in hope and wisdom
We got cops killing children
But they label me the villain.
I did the crime and the time,
But I’ll never be forgiven.
I’m screaming out for change but nobody’s listening
Land of the free? Who the fuck are y’all kiddin’?
I don’t know why I’m up in college
Why I even bother
100 grand in debt
To pay for free knowledge
Just to keep me on a leash,
Turn the noose into a collar
They said go to school, broaden your horizon
But check: with my record I’ll be working at Mcdonalds.
But you can go to school for free,
If you’re stuck on Riker’s Island
One big hypocrisy.
All because of my past,
The man’s always watching me.
I can’t even vote, so where the fuck is my democracy?
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Treated like a dog - you know the piece that’s on Monopoly?
Won’t let me be the banker, I don’t play the game properly.
Never owned Park Place; Baltic Ave my only property
Man, it’s getting sad seeing people on the street
Sleeping on the concrete, no shoes on they feet
We need to make a change, they need change just to eat
Don’t be naive thinking it can’t happen
With the stock market crashin’
Real estate collapsing.
This isn’t just a poem,
This a call for action!
I ain’t begging, I ain’t pleading, I ain’t motherfucking asking
I been doing that.
It’s about time I start demanding
The least you can do is listen, all this money that your taxing.
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DAMIEN T. DRITSANOS
SPEAK LOUDER
If words speak louder then actions
Then I got a lot of verbs
Put them in captions
Present for the change
Never for absence
All about improving
Keep the movement proactive
My ex used to say
A lot of things about passion
Like, look at the world
Where’s the love and attraction?
It’s hard to raise my child
In all of this madness
The pain is internal
Worse then having contractions
Now my thoughts are running back and fourth
I used to be first
Now I’m back in fourth place
Gotta try again
And push it with force
Gotta get to the business
Life feeling like foreplay
My grandma said
“Great things are to come
This is not real life
This is God’s kingdom.”
It sounded dumb.
Smilar to down syndrome
But now I know we weren’t meant to be scum
Up in These slums
Now pardon me for my ignorance
If I say a couple things that are intimate
We should be working as hard as these immigrants
They settle for petty cash
We ain’t innocent
Man, I’ve been all in my conscience
Looking at couples
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All I see platonic
Straight sex
No love
It’s ironic.
I’m stuck in my feelings
If I gotta be honest
Feel the muse
Feel the vibes
Working 2 jobs
Cause this world ain’t shit
Food stamps benefits
That I can’t get
They give it to the hopeless
That don’t succeed
While I’m busting my ass
For a college degree
Food on my plate
Can’t put a name to the brand
But I got 20 for the weed
Put a name to the gram
Friends that I had
Took advantage of me
Until I cut them off
Before they got what they need
Busy with my schedule
No open agenda
I’ve been building up a plan
While some are falling like jenga
While the summer comes around these dudes be fiends
It’s Sundress season
Transition from jeans
Life’s not a game
They’re not sorry for trouble
There ain’t nothing to gain
If the profit ain’t doubled
I spent 300 hundred on a night that’s a lot when your broke
Rich people heard that line
And they laughed at the joke
We all in competition
Everyone wants better
December 2017									ESCRIBA! 15

Some are more eager than others
And kill you over vendettas
The oxygen I breath
Doesn’t feel so free
We would pay for that
If not produced by trees
If you open up your eyes
You see a lot that’s lost
There’s a high price to life. Everything has its cost!
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GLENDA PEREZ
INTERVIEWING MERCEDES
The United State is a country with many contrasts, and one of these contrasts can be
applied to the divisions in its population. America has spent more than a century receiving
immigrants from all over the world, which had led to social complexities and big social problems. Income, dominant ideology, power, racism, and discrimination are some of the most
prevalent aspects in the United States social imbalance. Proof of this imbalance was Mercedes, a resident of The Bronx wh0 I had the opportunity to interview a few days ago.
Mercedes Alvarez is a 77 year-old Puerto Rican woman who used to live in Puerto Rico with
two of her children in absolute poverty, being part of the underclass. In 1969 her sister decided to bring her to United States with the idea of that she and her children could change their
status and as many immigrants do, to carry out her American dream. How could Mercedes
survive and realize her American dream in a capitalist system where the capital becomes the
driving force of the economy and where white privilege prevails? She said it wasn’t easy in
the beginning, because nobody wanted to hire her because she didn’t speak English. She
had already graduated from high school in Puerto Rico and had a diploma, Mercedes was
finally able to find a job in a lab. Most of her co-workers were immigrants from different places, most of them talked in English and little by little she was breaking the language barrier.
She earned 200 dollars per week in the lab, accentuating that in that time that amount was
good and she had enough money to survive and pay for her and her children’s needs. Mercedes assured me that her income was very good, considering it as one of the changes in her
life because her living condition greatly improved and moving to NYC put her in a different
status group than the one she had in Puerto Rico.
Her self-esteem was so high because she considered herself an upper- middle class
woman at that time. But with a sorrowful face and watery eyes, Mercedes explained to me
that she had to raise her children by herself because her husband died of a heart attack. This
condition gave Mercedes great prestige in the proletarian feminist class who used to work
with her and she felt proud for being an immigrant who was able to survive living in a cruel society. She said that the most important thing for her was to make her American dream
come true, which was to give her children an education. Her children experienced social
mobility because they were enrolled in college, which helped them to reach their goals and
ensured their economic future. After a while her son became a manager in a big market.
I paused for a moment, and I asked Mercedes what she thought about slavery. She gave me
a pretty blunt answer saying that the worst thing that can happen to a human being is to be
bought by another human being taking away their freedom. Slavery is the most inhuman
and cruel thing that can happen to a person. Obviously I couldn’t contradict her because I
totally agree with Mercedes.
Mercedes, as I mentioned before, is from Puerto Rico. A part of her ethnicity is her
Spanish language, her Catholic beliefs and her cultural taste for a traditional music, for example “Bomba” and “Jibara” (Puerto Rican style of music). Mercedes considers herself to be
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a minority as a Puerto Rican living in The Bronx because from her perspective the majority
groups are Dominicans and African Americans. From her comments I can tell they are living
in pluralism because she said they feel respect for each other despite the difference in the
costume and culture, forming an amalgamation. Mercedes wasn’t use to sharing with another culture in Puerto Rico, but she says that it wasn’t difficult for her to assimilate and lose
some of her Puerto Rican culture in order to move forward with her life in America. Mercedes
has a white skin with some traces of black, so I could mention that she is mixed and this is in
the racial group in which she identifies herself. Subtlety, I asked her if she ever experienced
racism, and with a serious face she replied that never happened to her before but she experienced racism toward her African American and Hispanic friends. She thinks that in the United
States not everybody has the same opportunities and it is due to racism.
I told her that racism is global issue and I gave her an example about the apartheid in South
Africa and when at some point in United States black people had to get up from their seat
to give the seat to the white people, and how the movement of KKK lynched black people in
the past. As a consequence of the racism, black people joined and promoted a policy called
Black Power in order to defend themselves from the discrimination and cruelty. I also explained to her that segregation separated and generated division among social groups, and
unfortunately is still palpable in the United States.
Mercedes didn’t vote in the last elections. She dislikes Hillary because she said Hillary
wasn’t sincere. She also dislikes Donald Trump because she thinks he is against poor people
and will not give them opportunities to surpass the glass ceiling. Mercedes says she doesn’t
have prejudices because she supports homosexual people saying that they are human beings and not everybody has to think in the same way. However, I felt a little confused about
her prejudices because she also said that another reason why she didn’t vote for Hillary is
because her opinion is that a woman doesn’t have the qualifications for that position, which
has to be for a man. Today Mercedes is a retired woman who lives with government help. Obviously her class position has changed because 200 per month doesn’t have the same value
that it did years ago when she use to work in the lab. But Mercedes still has high self-esteem.
In my opinion, and to conclude, income, dominant ideology, racism and discrimination go
hand to hand in the United States. Racism, as I mentioned before, is a global issue and is
something that is created mainly from white supremacy and they don’t want to admit it.
As long as the discriminatory color-blind racism policy continues, the problem will not be
solved. Interviewing Mercedes I could tell we have similar points of view in some aspects and
different experiences. For example, I experienced racism for being Hispanic when I had to
apply for a job in the United States or because I’m not fluent in English. My best friend who’s
African American almost quit her job because her white boss couldn’t understand how my
friend could get that job position and had better knowledge than her boss.
I also have to remember that I’m come from a communist country, Cuba, and in contrast to my experience in the United States, racism is not very cruel in Cuba or the income
wasn’t a social issue there because we follow in some points Karl Marx’s theory in which
there was no difference in class. But I had experience to live as a slave under a dictatorship
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for several years with no freedom. A dictatorship that has committed genocide with its own
people leaving more than a thousand people who threw themselves into the sea trying to
seek their freedom in which I lost friends and relatives. My experience and Mercedes’ experience have been different but we both have something in common and it’s the adaptation in
a new society, a new system and its problems. We have different points of view about prejudice and what it means because my way to think is a little feminist and a different from her
perspective I do believe that a woman can be a president of a nation if she is qualified. I also
have hope and I believe that the white privilege one day will stop and we can see each other
as whole.
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OSCAR CONTRERAS
REFLEXIONES EN MI VIDA/REFLECTIONS ON MY LIFE
“I need to expand my memory... I have many memories to keep.”
Cuarenta y uno (Forty one)
La historia de mi vida es lo que yo he querido imprimir en la memoria.
Cuarenta y un años han transcurrido, llenando mi bitácora de experiencias.
Buenas y malas, pero al fin y al cabo, han sido el soporte de mi madurez.
He alcanzado sueños y he dejado de intentarlos,
He cumplido metas y el destino me ha propuesto plazos.
Sólo me resta seguir avanzando, con la firme convicción de encontrar el
Camino de vuelta a la inocencia de antaño.
Renacer (Re born)
“Hoy que recién empiezo a comprender mi vida... tengo que dejarla”
Nunca pensé que fuese tan difícil asumir la vida que Dios me dio.
Pero más doloroso es pensar que tendré que abandonarla al inicio del camino.
Un recorrido que ha marcado mi vida; ha moldeado mis sentimientos y
Ha fortalecido mi corazón.
En silencio he llorado mis penas, y continúo haciéndolo.
Siento que mi alma comienza a abandonar mi cuerpo; dejando un corazón a la deriva,
Sin rumbo, sin sentido.
Quizá ya fue suficiente el tiempo que compartí con los míos...
aún sin terminar de conocerlos... sin ver crecer a los niños y sin despedir a los viejos.
Me iré antes de dormir... en silencio... para que sus sueños sean también los míos.
No haré ruido, ni habrá despedidas.
Sólo sabrán de mi partida cuando no sientan mi calor en el corazón;
Cuando no escuchen mis pasos sobre las hojas secas;
Cuando extrañen mi forma de ser, mi hablar y mi compañía;
Cuando el sol haya caído dejando paso al brillo de las estrellas… sobre la
Cordillera de mi tierra.
Esperando (Waiting)
Ya no tengo que esperar a ver...
Que el tiempo marque 12 soles y 12 lunas antes de dormir.
Esperar que la película termine con un final feliz.
Que los niños dejen de serlo, antes de partir.
Sentir con el término del verano que el invierno ha llegado.
Que la ilusión de un futuro incierto tiene desenlace.
Ver el manto blanco que marca la experiencia de los años.
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Que el amanecer le ha dado paso al ocaso.
Soltar la mano que me enseñó a caminar.
Que los sueños son infinitos en la memoria,
Y los recuerdos, una carga liviana que me permitirá volar.
Regreso (Back)
Destello de alas multicolores surcan el cielo, cortando el aire alrededor.
Brisa dulce y aromática cargada de huertos en flor.
Pétalos alados coronan de arco iris el aura mágica del lecho;
Como luciérnagas celestes, guiando el camino de retorno a casa.
Regreso a los orígenes en busca del pasado, de las huellas dejadas por
zapatos viejos, y de olores encerrados entre los rincones de la memoria.
Bajar las montañas para sondear en los recuerdos que ayer dejaron pasos,
Como punteros de un reloj marcando el pulso del corazón.
Donde el perfecto acorde entona melodías de una canción que nos
Recuerda a cada instante que el niño que llevamos dentro, está listo para sobrevivir.
Más allá de su propia historia, entre la vida y los sueños, en el viento que sopla alrededor.
Mi Historia (My story)
Escribo la historia con tinta de sueños, deseos, esperanzas e imaginación.
Con colores que día a día construyen el futuro, que se desvanecerán con
El tiempo, en la medida que la vida se gasta, para transformarse en recuerdos.
Sin tiempo ni espacio, nos transportamos de una época a otra.
Desde los brazos de nuestra madre en una fría noche de invierno;
Para luego despertar, recordando que el tiempo es finito y que es hora de continuar.
Entonces despierto y confirmo en mi memoria que sueño estar vivo y vivo para seguir soñando.
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KHAL EL-FARES
A LITTLE FLAME
Sitting here wasting away what little life I have left, before the ceiling I am so desperately
trying to hold up crushes me completely. The barkeep lit a candle and set it by me. My night
was spent between that flame and worried thought. At first the flame looked fine, content
with the initial filament it was given, generous one might say. It seemed happy, or at least, it
thought it was happy. Flickering here and there, swaying to whatever convection currents it
might have generated.
It felt sudden. Lost in myself, I look back at the little flame. It was struggling. The filament was
spent. If it wanted more, it had to get it from the wax and the wax wouldn’t yield. It looked
like it was going to die, sputter out, just “poof” out of existence. But I understood. I understood that little flame. It may be almost invisible to the eye, but within that fraction of being
burned, hundreds - if not thousands - of degrees of determination. It would not give up, it
couldn’t give up, it had no choice. I had faith that it would find its way.
Contemplating what flavor of intoxication I should spend my last twenty on, I looked back
at the flame.... It has never burned so bright! Little by little, the flame slowly got stronger,
changing the world around it. The unforgiving wax surrounding it has yielded to its tiny
might. The might of its burn was hard to ignore, it controlled the wax now. What was once
solid is now humbled liquid.
However, me and the flame knew it was pushing so hard because it was time. All
things come to an end after all. Its life changed, faced with harsh realities. However, it endured, it persevered. And once it was gone, the wax was forever changed. The waitress came
and took the shrine away. I felt alone. But maybe in the absence of our idols, we aspire to
become them. I believe there’s a little flame for all of us to aspire to.
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TIARA FAMILIA
GENTRIFICATION AT ITS BEST
Cast of Characters
Kate Hernandez: She is a young Hispanic girl around 19. She is trying to find herself during
a confusing time in her life, where she’s not an adult yet but she’s supposed to be planning
for adulthood. She’s kind and openminded, the type of person who gets along with everyone. She’s average height with long brown curly hair reaching the bottom of her back. She
is slim with brown eyes. She has long eyelashes and rosy red lips. She has on black Toms on
with light gray pants, white button up with a burgundy under-shirt.
John Madison: He is a middle-aged man. He isn’t very likeable and for the most part he is
vain and arrogant. He is someone who makes other people feel uncomfortable because he
tries too hard to be liked. He struggles with drinking which makes him grumpy. He is a short
man with a full head of dark brown hair with cat like green eyes. He has a bit of a beer belly.
He wears plain blue jeans with a plain white shirt with blue tennis shoes.
Scene: New York City, lower side of Brooklyn.
Time: Spring time, the afternoon.
ACT 1
SCENE 1
SETTING: A coffee shop on the lower side of Brooklyn. It is mid-day around 12 o’clock in the
afternoon to be exact. There is a light wind outside, but the sun is shining bright. It is the beginning of spring and it feels like it. It’s a small shop that from the outside looks like run down
store, but once you walk into the store everything is remodeled. It has a strong urban vintage vibe to it. It’s supposed to look old on the outside but supposed to be hip on the inside.
When you first walk into the store, there is a bench right by the window, covered in pillows
with different colored patterns on it. The pillows are red, yellow, blue, purple. All the pillows
are vintage style kind of a 70’s look. On the other side of the front of the store there’s are two
tall but small round tables, there’s two seats per table. The chairs are brown wood chairs with
thin legs but a wide back frame which are painted a deep red. Not too far from the tables
is the register, which is connected to the glass display of baked goods. They have cookies,
cakes, pie, and chocolate dipped fruits. It smells like coffee beans with a light hint of freshly
baked bread and chocolate. There’s dark brown wood tables with matching benches to sit on
in front of the registers. There are little glass vases that have one sunflower in each of them.
The floor is an old scratched-up wood floor; it looks dry, almost an ashy color. There is only
one bathroom; it is in the back of the store behind the register. It is a small unisex bathroom.
It smells like lavender from the plug-in air freshener next to the sink. There is a mirror on the
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back of the door. It is a full body mirror. The store is small, but spacious and is able too fit a lot
of people. None of the tables are taking that much space up so when it gets busy, there’s still
space for people to walk through. The music in the store isn’t loud it’s almost like a distant
sound; it is mostly the sound of the people talking. The walls are made of brick. It is a cute
store; it had a comfy feeling to it. It is a vintage coffee shop, a new place in Brooklyn.
AT RISE:

Kate walks into the coffee shop in Brooklyn.

KATE: Hi, my name is Kate I saw the sign outside for help wanted, I’m interested in a position;
are you a manager here?
JOHN:
Hi, yes I’m the manager here. I’m surprised you stopped in. (looks her up and
down) Do
you live nearby or something?
KATE: Yeah, I live not too far from here; I was taking a walk and like I told you before, I seen
the sign and I’m interested in a position so I figured why not stop in.
JOHN: (slightly rolls his eyes and sighs) Well the thing is, we are looking for someone with
experience.
KATE: Well that’s not a problem. I worked at a bakery for two years and it would be no
problem for me to get a letter of recommendation explaining that I’m qualified for the job.
JOHN: (takes a deep breath in while rolling eyes) Well, the other thing is the sign is old, and
we
kind of don’t need the help as much anymore. The days haven’t been as busy.
KATE: That’s odd. If I didn’t know any better, I would say you just don’t want me helping
around here. If you really didn’t need the help, I would think the first thing you would do is
remove the sign, but even if you didn’t, why not start off by telling me you no longer need
help.
Instead, you assumed I didn’t have the experience you were looking for.
JOHN: Look, I don’t want any problems. I just don’t need the extra help, that’s all.
KATE: Wow! Did you really just pull that with me right now? Like I’m a hood booger who
came out here demanding a job. I haven’t even raised my voice why did you feel the need to
say
you aren’t looking for problems? I’m sorry if it seemed in any way that I was looking for
problems because last I checked, I came in here looking for a job, not a problem.
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JOHN: (shrugs) Look I didn’t mean it like that.
KATE: (cuts him off while speaking) No, no it is like that, I should have known by the way you
looked at me, you looked at me like I was less than you, like I didn’t belong.
JOHN: (rolls eyes and giggles) Ok you want the truth? You want to hear it all, smart one? Well
here it is, you’re right, you are less to me in my eyes. My people are rebuilding this place, and
making it better and it can’t get any better if the trash that is here now doesn’t get taken out.
KATE: Really? You believe that just because you are white you’re better? Or just because
Brooklyn is being changed and more white people are moving in that the people who have
been
here don’t belong here. Just because there are new stores, and new buildings doesn’t mean
it’s
better. Brooklyn just fine before. Yea, maybe now it’s prettier, but it’s not better. It was better
when it was the old Brooklyn. The place people were proud to be from cause even though it
wasn’t fancy it had culture. It was one big family, and had all kinds of people. You can’t take
Brooklyn from its original owners.
JOHN: Look, I know it’s hard to understand but once people who have more money move in,
those with less have to move out. To be honest, I was shocked that you would have even
asked
for a job, as if I would have ever let you work for me but clearly, you’re on of those who don’t
know their place.
KATE: What the fuck does that mean? I didn’t know I had a place I belonged in. We are both
human, you live life and I live life, so what makes you think you’re superior to me?
JOHN: I didn’t mean to offend you. It is just the way I was raised. I know that my people are
the
best kind. Not to say you aren’t a good person, you’re just different, the kind of different that
doesn’t belong here.
KATE: How dare you? How can you feel better than anyone else because of your skin? How
can
You come to our neighborhood and change things up, make it yours, kick us out, act as if we
don’t belong? We are all human whether black, white, blue, green, we still walk the same
earth
we hold the same value. Now that Brooklyn is gentrified, people like you really feel like the
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people who have been here aren’t good enough to stay. Well, let me tell you this! We made
Brooklyn, it was our home then and still is now. You must realize we are here to stay. Now yall
racist mother fuckers can learn to co-exist at the least or yall can go back to where you came
from. I am years younger than you, yet I clearly have more sense than you, which is just a
shame.
JOHN Look maybe you’re right, I did come off harsh, I do apologize. I’m having a rough time
in my life right now, and I took it out on you just because you’re different, and for that I am
sorry.
KATE: Just remember, we’re not different, we just look like we are.
JOHN: Look I do really feel bad, now you’re around my nieces age and I’m ashamed that I
treated a young lady this way. I been struggling with life at home and if I’m being completely
honest I had some liquid courage; that’s why it came out so easily.
KATE: (shakes her head) Look I get that everyone is going through things that others don’t
know about, but that doesn’t give them the right to treat the people around them like shit,
just
because they feel like shit. Let this be a lesson for you, hurting others isn’t going to help fix
you.
JOHN: You did teach me a lot whether you believe it or not; not everyone is the same, not all
colored people are the same, and I hope I didn’t fuck up your view on white people cause
they all
aren’t as ignorant as me.
KATE: No one person can change my views on a whole race of people; I know one bad apple
doesn’t always infect the rest of them. But I am happy I could have that impact on you.
(walks towards the door)
BLACKOUT
END OF PLAY
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BLANCA MONTALVO
TO STAY OR TO LEAVE
Cast of Characters
Karina Gonzale: A Hispanic woman in her mid-40s, with mid- length straight hair. A home
health aide. Mother of her only son, Jake. Can get very stressed at times. Very worried and
caring. Wakes up every morning and goes straight to work. Her greatest fear is losing her son
due to his violent acts. Her greatest wish is for her son to change his ways.
Jake Gonzale: A 24-year-old Hispanic man. Short average build, short black hair. He works
as a construction worker. Very violent and disrespectful. He usually stresses his mother and
girlfriend with his controlling violent ways. A manipulator, a womanizer and a smooth talker.
Giselle Fallon:
A short, slim, 21-year-old. Her nationality is Irish and Puerto Rican. She has
long blonde hair. She is sweet and smart. She goes to college and is studying to become a
pediatrician. She currently lives with her violent boyfriend Jake. She loves dancing and is outgoing. She fears that she will repeat the same life story as her mom due to domestic violence.
ACT I, Scene 1
SETTING: A stormy dark night, where the full moon is shining towards a window apartment
in the projects located in Brooklyn, New York. Where one can hear the neighbors blast music
till
4 a.m. Where you can hear ambulance and police sirens around the neighborhood. Inside
an
apartment you can see a disorganized living room. School registration forms are all over the
place. There’s a rectangular table in the middle of the living room with an ash tray with a half
way lit cigarette. The walls are painted lavender and the window curtains are purple. There’s
punch holes all over the walls. There’s a three-section leather sofa recliner, one of them has a
small ripped area. There is a family picture frame on the wall and another picture frame that
shows Jake and Giselle during happy moments in their earlier life. There’s a ceiling fan and
book shelves. There’s a large plasma TV on a black TV stand.
AT RISE: Karina is walking back and forth in her living room. Jake is still asleep. She looks at
her watch, waiting for Jake to get up. It’s that time of the month again when Jake has to pay
the rent.
KARINA: Jake wake up. When are you planning to pay the rent? You get pay every week,
when it comes to rent we cannot be late. You have responsibilities Jake. I’m tired of the bullshit. You need to grow up or get the hell out.
(Jake walks into the living room drunk holding a bottle of Patron)
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JAKE: Huh? Mom here (hands his mother the money for the rent) Now leave me the hell
alone! You’re always bitching around. You should find somebody. But, I highly doubt it who
wants somebody so damn annoying. (Jake smirks)
KARINA: (Glaring at Jake with evil eyes) Don’t you act like a disrespectful asshole Jake. Don’t
start acting like your deadbeat father, that man was a low life. He was very disrespectful
when it
came to me and his family. I’m glad I put his ass out in the streets. I don’t regret it either.
JAKE: (Jake starts pointing with his finger toward his mother’s face and then yells)
Don’t compare me with that deadbeat bastard, I’m nothing like him you hear me NOTHING
Suddenly the apartment door opens and Giselle comes in.
GISELLE Oh, hey babe how you doing? Don’t tell me, you’re arguing with your mother again.
Can you please stop and leave that bottle alone? You’re always drinking. You need to go and
get some sleep so you can drive me to Barnes & Noble later on. I need to get this book for
school.
JAKE (looks directly toward GISELLE) When are you going to realize school is nothing but a
joke? You’re wasting your time. You’re not there to learn your there to whore around. It will
end sooner than you though, when I stop paying your tuition.
(JAKE smashes GISELLE in the face with a closed fist)
GISELLE: Don’t hit me.
JAKE I can do whatever I want with you. You’re my property, I pay for every single piece of
clothes you wear, the food that you eat, even your damn school tuition. And if you don’t like
it, then you can get the hell out of my house. And go to those parents of yours who don’t
give a shit about you. (JAKE Leaves out the living room, and GISELLE starts crying.)
KARINA: Come over here sweetie. Don’t cry for that piece of shit. Jake is my only son, but I
don’t condone what he does to you. Why are you putting up with his bullshit? Why don’t get
a nice cooking pot and beat his ass. Stand up for yourself for goodness sake.
GISELLE: But I love him. You both are my only family. I know I can’t keep putting up with this
crap he makes me go through. My dad used to beat me and my mom up, just to show he was
the man in the house. He would tell us that no matter what he does to us, he loves us.
KARINA: Sweetie your father was a coward okay? That’s not love. Love is beautiful. Love is like
a beautiful blooming flower. You need to know your worth. My son doesn’t deserve you.
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(JAKE enters the livingroom)
JAKE: Mom, what the hell are you telling this bitch? You know damn well without me she’s is
nothing. If you’re asking her to leave me, that’s not going to happen, I mean who pays for her
damn stuff. So… Mind your business. Go away!
GISELLE: Don’t speak to your mom like that, we weren’t talking about you. You can’t be treating us like shit, I’m freaking tired and you need to realize -- (JAKE Interrupts)
JAKE: Listen, you can leave anytime, I’m not stopping you I mean it’s not like your kidnapped.
(JAKE opens the door) GET OUT! LEAVE!!! I don’t need you, I can really care less. You’re worthless, you have no degree and yet your family don’t even love you. Just go (JAKE starts laughing) I didn’t think so.
(GISELLE starts crying hysterically, mascara start running down her face) But I love – (KARINA
enters the conversation)
KARINA: HOLD UP!!! (Karina raises her hand and points in Jake’s direction)
You are the one that needs to get the hell out of my house.I never taught you in any way to
disrespect women. For god sake you came out of a woman. One day you will become a father to a little girl and that will be your Karma and I mean it. Stop being so damn disrespectful.
JAKE: Mom, I don’t want to hear it, you’re the last person who should be talking. You let your
deadbeat husband beat me up when I was little all the way to my teenage years. You stayed
with an abuser, you knowing he used to beat the shit out of me. The bastard almost killed me
at one point, you didn’t care. You left him when I had turned 16. You knew I wasn’t going to
let him hit me anymore.
KARINA: (Karina face turns real red fumed with anger.) That doesn’t mean you have to act just
like him. NO EXCUSE JAKE!! ABSOLUTELY NO EXCUSE!
JAKE leaves out the apartment slamming the door)
ACT 1 Scene 2
SETTING: In the living room. Around 10 in the morning. JAKE comes home. GISELLE is throwing up, holding a positive pregnancy test. Once she hears the door she decides to hide it.
JAKE: DAMN! What a hangover!
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GISELLE: Where have you been? You didn’t sleep here last night. Where did you go?
JAKE: (Laughs at GISELLE) Just letting out some stress that’s all. Hanging out with some
friends. You know, regular shit.
GISELLE: (Face turns really red with anger) Then what the hell is that? (Points at Jake neck,
which is fill with hickeys)
JAKE: I don’t know, maybe a vampire? (Burst out laughing)
GISELLE: You SON OF A BI -- (Raises her hand to slap Jake in the face)
JAKE: (Grabs her wrist tightly to the point it causes her pain) You don’t get to ask me no
questions. You have no rights whatsoever, (JAKE slaps GISELLE causing her to fall in the floor)
specially, the argument you had caused last night between me and my mother. You’re lucky
you still living here!!!
KARINA: (Enters the apartment with a 10 month old baby) OHHH...(Turns all of the sudden
pale) Hey GISELLE I thought you were in school?
GISELLE: (Gets up from the floor holding her left side of her face, Looking directly at Karina
and the baby in the same time) I don’t feel well, so I decided to stay home for today. Whose
baby is that? I never thought you are able to take babies from their parents to your home.
Home Health aides can’t do that.
KARINA: Oh, it’s the neighbor’s baby, it’s the neighbors baby Yeah….Neighbor’s baby (looking hesitant)
GISELLE: What’s his name? He looks a lot like -JAKE: ME? His name is JAKE JR and that’s because he’s my son, my mom takes care of him
while you’re in school whoring around. While you’re looking for men in school, I’m with your
neighbor. Yeah, the girl with long black hair, the one you always complained that she laughs
at you whenever you both take the same elevator at the same damn time. The one who looks
at you the wrong way every time were walking together. Yup that’s her.
GISELLE: JUST STOP! (Sheputs her hand on her chest holding all the cries and anger inside)
You are the most worthless piece of shit I ever came across too. All you do is hurt me. I went
to school with black eyes, broken ribs, all these beatings I took from you and yet you betrayed me. These 5 years have been nothing but hell. And you (points towards Karina). You
also betrayed me. I trusted you, how could you? I thought you were my family.
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KARINA: (Tears start flowing down on KARINA face) I tried telling you the truth but my son
always interrupted us. But. but I did tell you that my son is not worth it? I know, I know. I
should’ve told you about the whole baby situation, but that is something that is not part of
my agenda to let you know. GISELLE Turns away to look at JAKE
JAKE: (YAWNS) Whelp, this didn’t go so well, listen that’s not all. You can put up with this. I
mean you my main Girl she just the side chick.
GISELLE: I deserve better. Well, we deserve better (She rubs her belly and then grabs her
handbag)
JAKE: (Ignores the body movement that GISELLE just made) Yes, baby, we deserve better
why have that chick ruin what we have.
GISELLE: You’re right. Why let her ruin what you feel for me. I’m a little sick. Let’s go and take
a nap. I don’t care about that kid. I’m not letting her win. (GISELLE Waits for everyone to fall
asleep, then gets up from the sofa and gets her important documents and takes a large tote
bag with clothes. She looks at JAKE while he sleeps, rubbing her belly and speaks in a low
soft tone)
GISELLE: We deserve better (she looks toward her belly and starts rubbing it) I can’t repeat
my mother’s history. I promise you, my beautiful princess you won’t go through this. I’m
breaking this cycle right now. I am strong enough to walk away. This is because of you. I can
picture your happiness, living so freely. I can’t imagine my life without you. And I can help
myself to think that one day you might mourn the loss of your mommy if I were stay with
your father. This is for you my love (She heads towards the door, suddenly her pregnancy test
falls out from her tote bag as she leaves.)
JAKE: (wakes up and starts calling out GISELLE’S name but she had left an hour ago) He
walked towards the door and finds the pregnancy test on the floor) Oh NO! Why would she
do this to me?
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CARLEIGH FRALEY
MISSED CONNECTIONS. A PLAY IN ONE ACT
Inspired by a video posted to the blog, “Finding Cooper’s Voice,” and the Mothers who struggle to find love after divorce.
Cast of Characters
Rebecca Loughlin:
A woman in her early 30s, hair is simple and pulled back. Her appearance is tidy and no nonsense, while sporting a pair of large dark sunglasses. She is
dressed for early spring. A mother who expends all her energy fighting for her child only to
have nothing left for herself. Despite her troubles, she is always there for others, although it
may be born of an attempt to forget her own life. She is new to the dating scene and hasn’t
mastered how to approach new relationships as a divorcée.
Tom Mendel:		
A man in his late 30s, fit but not buff, with thinning hair and kind
eyes. A bachelor who has been hurt in the past, Tom is looking for the right woman to share
his life with. He is a very seasoned dater and has lots of expectations of appropriate dating
conduct. Very caring, he envisions himself as a chivalrous fellow but occasionally struggles
to control his temper, particularly when someone he cares about is hurt. His greatest fear is
never having a family of his own.
Scene: A Greek restaurant, during brunch.
Time: The present.

ACT I. Scene 1

SETTING: The action takes place in a restaurant on a Sunday for brunch. It is important to
note that in production the choice can be made by the director to focus the play entirely on
the action, and the set can be limited to the downstage center table and chairs only. However, if a full set is to be employed, it can be arranged as follows: a mid-priced, Greek inspired
restaurant smelling of home-fries, Sunday brunch. A row of three banquettes line upstage,
they are pristine white with teal pillows, 2-3 to each seat. Above them sits a shelf with various Greek artifacts, statuettes, and flowers. On the wall above the center banquette a large
painting of the Aegean with boats and a beautiful coastline. The walls are white plaster with
teal and gold accents. On stage right sits the corner of a bar with one stool visible. Next to
the bar, a black server’s station, with micros computer, trash, bus tub, and shelves containing
condiments. The action takes place at a center table, a 2 top, down stage. There is another
2 top stage left of the center table. The table itself is metal with a white top, the chairs are
aluminum and modern. Teal placemats are on the table, along with white silverware roll ups
and glass stemware. A small flower arrangement of carnations sits in the middle of the table
along with an unlit candle. The entrance is off-stage left and not visible to the audience. If a
full set is employed, there should be two servers and at least two couples sitting at the banDecember 2017									ESCRIBA! 32

quettes in the back. The servers should be wearing white, short-sleeve, button down shirts,
black pants, and teal aprons. The restaurant patrons should be dressed for the first warm
weather of spring.
AT RISE: REBECCA sits at the table, sunglasses on. She looks downtrodden and nervous. She
checks her phone several times, looks around, sighs. We hear the clink of dining-ware and
muffled voices. If the full set is employed, a server can approach and the following occurs in
pantomime: The server sets down two glasses of water and offers menus. REBECCA politely
refuses the menus, handing them back to the server, making it clear that she won’t be there
long. The server, takes the menus with a little irritation, and returns them to the server station.
TOM (Bounds in enthusiastic.) Hey!!! Sorry I’m late. (TOM hugs her, it is an awkward embrace.)
REBECCA (Something is obviously wrong.) Hey….
TOM What’s up? You ok?
REBECCA (She sits.) We need to talk.
TOM (Sits.) Jesus. Ok… (He gets it. She is dumping him.) This isn’t what I expected… Wow…
What’s going on?
REBECCA: Look, I’m really sorry. These last few months with you have been, amazing. You are
just so great, so charming and funny. I have had the best time with you…
TOM: But?
REBECCA: Well, you know I have a son, and my life is just really complicated right now.
TOM: I know you have a kid, it’s no big deal. I’ve asked to meet him like ten times already and
it’s cool, whenever you are ready, but that isn’t a reason to break things off.
REBECCA: I know, but there is just more to it, and I just don’t think I should put it all on you.
TOM: Is it your ex? Are you getting back with him?
REBECCA: No but….
TOM: Getting irritated.) Then I don’t understand? Just tell me what is going on?
REBECCA: Come on Tom, give me a break, this is hard enough.
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TOM: (Starting to shout.) Hard for who? You are like the first person I met online after all these
months that I clicked with, and now you won’t even tell me why it’s over. I mean at least look
me in the eye for Christ’s sake, who do you think you are with the sunglasses? Liz Taylor?
(REBECCA slowly removes her glasses and reveals a massive black eye.)
TOM: Jesus Fuck! How did you get that?
REBECCA: Tom, please…
TOM: Was it an accident? (REBECCA is silent.) Who? Who did that to you?!
REBECCA: It was Jake.
TOM: (Shouting. The restaurant patrons and servers start to stare.) Your EX?! I’ll kill the motherfucker!
REBECCA: (Pleading in a hushed voice.) Tom, please!
TOM: (Bangs the table with his fist, but manages to speak in a deadly whisper.) How dare he
put his hands on you!
REBECCA: TOM!! Jake is my son!
TOM: (BEAT as he realizes his mistake, he is embarrassed.) Oh yeah, right. Sorry. Really, he did
that? On purpose?
REBECCA: I haven’t been totally honest with you about my life Tom. Jake has severe autism.
TOM: Wow… I just. Wow, I’m really sorry.
REBECCA: It’s ok. I mean look, at home Jake and I have our own secret world. It is safe and
consistent, we both know what to expect and it’s beautiful, but sometimes we have to leave,
and every time we walk out the door I think… I got this. I have planned for everything, and
yet even the simplest things that every parent does with their child is like this epic battle for
us. Yesterday I took Jake to see the Easter Bunny with some friends from work. Sure, their kids
are three and four and he is eight, but he loves Easter, so I took him. Just as we got to the
front of the line, they closed for lunch, and Jake just lost it, huge fit, arms flailing, hits my eye,
it was awful. You know, when your kid is freaking out at two or three everyone relates, people get it. But when they see your 70 pound eight year old screaming himself senseless and
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beating you as you desperately try to calm him down, people don’t get it. They can’t relate,
they judge, they walk away, they call CPS thinking that he must see that behavior at home
and that’s why he’s acting that way. Last night I sat for a long time while I iced my eye, and I
thought about Jake and what his life will be like. I used to pray that he would be the one in a
million who overcomes his autism and becomes a doctor or a lawyer despite his challenges.
I used to pray the therapies would work and he would change. Last night, for the first time
I prayed that he will just have a good life. That he will relate to someone other than his Dad
and I. That someday, at his funeral there will be a least one person standing there who loves
him and will be sorry he is gone. I don’t expect you to understand and I’m sorry I didn’t tell
you sooner, but I have been lying to myself about how things really are for a long time.
TOM: (Sighs.) Wow, Rebecca. That sounds…. (Struggles for the right word.) terrible. I don’t
know what to say. (TOM takes a long pause, then grabs Rebecca’s hand) Look Becca, I can’t
pretend to know what you are going through. But you don’t have to end things between us.
Why don’t we just see where this goes? (Rebecca, wipes her eyes and smiles at him.) I mean
look, he is still young right?
REBECCA: (Her smile fades as she realizes he really doesn’t understand. She takes a big deep
breath.) Tom, I don’t want to end things, but I have to make it 100% clear right now what my
future will look like. For the rest of my life I will be responsible for my son, and not the way
other parents are. I likely won’t get a graceful transition from Mom to empty-nester when he
turns 18. I’ll probably still be keeping him calm, taking him to therapists, and caring for him
until I physically can’t anymore. Then I’ll be supervising his care in some type of facility, making sure he isn’t abused or marginalized, until I die. Any other children I have will have to be
protected from him if he has an emotional outburst. I will have to rely on caretakers and my
ex-husband for the rest of my life to help me, help me work, help me live daily life with him,
and God-forbid, help me take an occasional vacation. The rest of my existence will be intimately intertwined with Jake’s, he will always, ALWAYS, be there. I know you are a great guy.
I just know in my heart that this isn’t the future you envisioned for yourself, and I truly don’t
blame you. I know it certainly wasn’t I pictured for myself.
TOM: (Crushed.) Why didn’t you tell me? I’ve been really open with you, and you know that
honesty is super important to me. It’s like, all over my profile and we’ve talked about it.
REBECCA: I know, I just think I wanted some part of my life to feel normal, that some part of
my life is ok, but it’s not ok, it will never be ok. It is what it is, and I can’t fake it anymore.
(She rises to leave.) I’m really sorry, Tom… really.
(She exits.)
TOM: (To himself, looking at the empty chair.) I’m sorry too.
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ADELEKE ADEYEMI
THE YEAR 2235 A.D.
Captain’s log:
I have teleported back to the blue planet once called Earth.
I am hovering.
In my data, I have visual memories
Of the area I am over
Called Chicago,
Going back to the summer of 1999 A.D.
The night I flew over
The area
My sensory receptors
Picked up a magnified stimulus of distress.
I could not respond
Due to the fact I was running low
On photon fuel
I needed a recharge.
However, I did assimilate
And accommodate the reaction
For encoding processing and analysis
For later retrieval, if ever I return.
The district had became a desolate green pasture
Stretching for miles around with remnants
Of structures of yesteryear memories.
The same fire hydrant from 1999 A.D sticking out of the ground,
Near a housing project
Once known as “Cabrini Green,” is still there.
The infamous district, filled with pimps and prostitution
In one of the worst crime areas in the Federation of Allied Countries,
Formerly called the United States of America.
The high rate of crime in the district was linked to the
Social environment, inadequate social amenities and infrastructures.
The District decided to tear down the buildings
And create new social infrastructures and better homes.
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This did happen but way before
The government could carry out its plan
There was a massive explosion that night and it
Leveled all the buildings in a mile radius.
It was so huge my receptors captured the imagery
Out in space.
I was on the outskirts of earth’s thermosphere.
The magnitude of the explosion was so immense
So much photon energy was projected out in space
I was able to collect
The energy and store it for fuel.
Back to Delta Eight - our planetary station
We established at the birth of this great star, Earth.
Today, it is a rebirth of itself.
Lush vegetation but not so much water as before.
Still a few monuments here and there of past civilizations.
My sensory receptors are picking up a vibration, “harmony.”
Harmonic vibrations of love.
And affection…
Amplified Star.
Signed out.
Captain’s log.
Heading home, back to Starship, “Planet X.”
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MAYRA CALDERON
THE TRAVELING MUSIC NOTE
Music notes floating into my ears
The wake of another day.
Young at heart
Working hard to reach a week of pay.
Daydreaming keeps me hopeful and alive.
Through thick and thin, I know I must survive.
Lines of notes arrange together to set the tone
Of this Underground Railroad.
Moving forward is not an option
It’s a must.
Believe in yourself and always trust.
From C to G my fingers will play a song
It doesn’t matter if I play it wrong
As long as I have some fun.
Your only limit is yourself
This is true without a doubt.
The answers you seek, live within yourself.
If you travel up or down, left or right
Remember to always hold on tight.
So as the years go by remember to strive.
And someday you’ll emerge into a Butterfly.
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“Timeless” by Angelique Strungys
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“Aristotle” by Angelique Strungys
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“Bottles & Cans On Train” by Karim Moubarak
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“Two Boys” by Karim Moubarak
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“Widow 2015” by Karim Moubarak
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“Water Tank” by Karim Moubarak
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“Silvercup Studio, Queens” by Karim Moubarak
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“Young Hostos” by Derkyn Guillen
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“Flower Power Hostos” by James Saunders
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“Take Off Your Armor and Reveal” by Miguel Ramirez
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“Hostos in PR” by James Saunders
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“Gotham City Needs the Hostos Signal” by Rob Chin
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“My Black is Beautiful” by Olivia Palmer
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“Chelsea” by Andrew Koo
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SHENA RODRIGUEZ
SEEDS OF A MAN – IN SIX CHAPTERS
Seeds of a Man
I grew from a boy to a man
Like a tree grows from a seed
Every step is filled with complexity
Try as I may,
I cannot escape what’s expected of me.
From the moment I was planted in the soil,
I was to deliver,
Either sprout or spoil.
Everyone wants me to push past stereotypical me
But where do I get the tools that I need?
Who’s watering this seed?
Be a reliable, willing and trustworthy man they plead
Like a strong, big and sturdy tree
But where do I go to witness vulnerability?
And who’s going to be the one to catch me when I’m falling?
Or am I expected to know it all?
Without a sturdy foundation
I’ve never seen a tree standing strong and tall.
Mom’s Dreams
Born in the wee hours of the morning,
She prayed over me
That’s how my mom always starts the story of me.
“Cesar,” she continues,
“You were born to be a king”
I scan our one bedroom apartment and confirm our peasant living.
“I had a dream—“
“Ok Martin Luther King”, I say interrupting
Mom ignores my teasing and says to me
“I had a dream, right before you were born, that all the fish of the sea came swimming up to
me and kissed my belly.”
I’m sucking my teeth
She shoots a dagger with her eyes, right at me,
“You were born to be a King, I prayed it
I know god heard it, you have to believe”
she says at me
But how can I believe when the odds are stacked against me?
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What’s a king to a peasant?
Just a dream
My mom reminds me that I was born to do great things.
How can she be so sure, when I’m only seventeen?
Expectations, they get the better of me.
Papi’s Teachings
Men don’t cry that’s what Papi always said to me
I had to be two or three the first time I remember
I had fallen and scraped my knee
It wasn’t the pain, but the blood that got me wailing
I thought my old man was coming to comfort me
But instead he shook me violently
“What are you a little girl? Men don’t cry.
Don’t you wanna be a man like me?”
The venom in his voice made my body cold
I knew another tear couldn’t fall,
lest I wanted a spanking
So I sucked it all in, I become a soldier
Be strong; is the next lesson Papi bestowed upon me
No one likes a weak man
Walk with your head high above all
Derechito, sturdy!
No one likes a man without money,
it makes you look weak.
That’s the part that confuses me
I’ve never known Papi to have a steady job or money
He’s never thrown down, at least not in front of me
And I could’ve sworn I remember him crying, begging my mom not to leave
Still and all, he’s always been a man to me.
I’m almost done with school at 23
I have a job waiting on me,
I haven’t cried since I was two or three
So who’s the real man…him…or me?
The Girl that I love, she doesn’t love me
Sirena, Sirena mermaid of my dreams
I watch her walk by
Her hair flowing, skin glowing
She laughs and sends flutters down my thighs
I took her to the movies
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But she wouldn’t give it up to me
We went shopping and she said she
“you can’t buy love from me”
So I took her to meet my moms,
she said “it’s a start, we’ll see”
I waited…
And waited…
Sirena didn’t came back to me
But I got Chastity,
She fulfills all my sexual fantasies
Sometimes without me asking
I’m living the dream
But sometimes I pretend that Chastity is the girl
I need her to be
But Sirena she’ll never be
“I got plans” Sirena says to me
“You’re still trynna be what everyone else wants to you to be.You ain’t a King. Kings lead,
you’re too busy following.I need a man”
she says looking away from me
I’m trying to be your man girl, I say interrupting
“You ain’t a man Cesar!” She screams
“You can never say what you’re feelings for me. All you ever say is; you’re feeling me and
that’s not the same thing”.
Her words are starting to sting, my eyes feel funny.
I had to be strong and make her see
So now I’m shouting “All you’ve ever been is a bitch to me”
She looked me up and down,
like I was a weak thing
Sirena
Sirena
I watch her walk away
My heart sinks
But I can’t cry
Cus men don’t cry,
They become kings.
Expectations
The people that came before me,
Tell me what kind of man I should be,
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The Hypocrisy,
That these people should force their hopes and dreams on me
Living through me, vicariously
Heavy is the crown of expectations,
Thorny is the advice they give.
Not everything they’ve been through will equate
To all the things I’m going through
Does that make their advice less true?
I don’t want to shatter their hopes and dreams
I’m just trying to be the best man this boy can be.
They say that girls, women, have it hard
And that’s all true,
But boys, men,
have it just as hard as they do
Expectations they get the best of you
No matter what you say or do
It’s ingrained in you
Be successful.
Be strong.
Be solid.
Take care of your family
Never show vulnerability
Between mom’s dreams,
Papi’s teachings
Sirena’s preaching
I feel like I’m drowning
So I look in the mirror and say to myself
“Cesar, you got this,
you the man,
this is your life
can’t nobody live it like you can.”
Tears rolling down my eyes, I feel the release
“You’re a king and a man”.
Even when you cry,
Even if you’re broke,
Even when she leaves,
You’re still a king.
Escaping
A new day gives me another chance to be a different me
I’ve never felt so low as when Sirena walked away from me,
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Her words sent a shock to my brain and created a desire for change.
I left my mom’s behind drowning in her tears,
I pushed away from Chastity who was trying to seduce me,
I walked away from my pops projecting his fears,
Fuck everyone else’s hopes and dreams,
It’s about time I start living for me.
Every thought of the old me disappearing
All the expectations fell from me
Every inch of my being shedding from my skin
Becoming a new me felt appealing.
I needed to escape what was becoming of me
And find what I want to be.
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STEPHANY CRUZ
OLD AGE
You think I am old age
Tired and cold
You think I am old age
With wrinkles and pain
You think I am old age
Frail and weak
You think I am old age
Calm and slow.
But I am old age
I am old age
Wise and strong-minded
I am old
With wrinkles that paint
my journey and my paths
I am old age
Robust
I am old age
A warrior
I am old age
Calm but fearless.
I am old age
Full of memories
I am old age
Powerful
That’s why I lived so long
I am old age
The one you look up to
I am old
I am old age
I am
Legend
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STEPHANY CRUZ
FOOL
As I was a fool
For thee
As I was a fool
Indeed
As I was such a fool
I see
As I was a fool
For thee
As I was such a fool The biggest fool
I laughed
I see
As I was such a fool
I failed
As I was a fool
For thee
I was a fool
In deep
As I was such a fool
I smiled
As I was such a fool
I believed
As I was a fool
I loved
As I was such a fool
I cared
As I was such a fool
I dared
As I was a fool
I cried
As I was such a fool
For thee
I ask if you at least
Was once a fool
For me...
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MARCO YUPA ANGAMARCA
APPROACHING TO DEATH SONNET
Every midnight a boy with depression
Hugs his loneliness and cries inside
Hurts himself with passion and aggression
Fearing to become evil and insane.
Spilling blood over the objects made of gold
Feels captured in the cave, tied with a chain
Meanwhile, screams seeing his future getting old
Every word, he says is covered with pain.
He sets every single thing around him on fire
Without sensation touched his heart and cried
Because the boy knew that it was time to retire
Without hesitation, agreed to suicide.
Eternal hell was waiting for him to die
Because finally, to this world, could say goodbye.
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JOSEPH CABRERA
ARE WE THE SAME?
Every animal bleeds and breathes,
Mates and eats,
And holds a familiar internal biology.
From organs to muscle,
Systems of nerves and skeletal,
To water as our physical essential.
Whether rodent or bird, hoof, claw, or paw,
There is consistency of sub-species.
Now remove intelligence as meaning,
Then logically explain the difference in human beings.
Does it offend to be included with the rest of nature’s station,
And bare witness to our own variation?
Or to recognize hostility between leopard and lion,
As mirrored by Aryan an African?
Yet humanity is deemed by the scholar,
To be bound to a single chapter,
Regardless of constructed races,
And differing sizes and faces.
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JASON JONES
DEATH OF LIFE
Even with my soul at the Gate,
I can’t find an escape,
It doesn’t exist to replace
So my system embrace
Heaven’s door with unsettled scores.
Body on floor, can’t deny me no more
You live inside my mind’s eye
Like rain to the grass
Every season that pass
All I’m seeing is the past.
To the present with a lost future
Self-inflicted heart abuser.
I’m inside you inside I
We connect to the divine
So my question is why?
Two souls intertwine how’s the love to die
I guess the heart can’t beat
If the body don’t rest.
She’ll always be in my heart so I’m breathing
In death.
The absence of love engenders great pain
Extended time without love exacerbates emotional death
To have no one
To be alone
To live inside an empty home
To die for years alive while no one knows
Presenting the strong exterior
While avoiding the mirror.
Internally completely broken
Giving up on repair
Convincing yourself that no one cares
Grieving, seething, dreaming
Of not having your heart beating
Some learn, some never return
Many die
Few come back truly alive.
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DESTINY ALLEN
OBLIVION
I’m just thinking of the pain, the pain you brought me to,
Believing that you cared when that was never really true.
In words I’m a fool, a fool for loving you,
But it’s hard not to love someone who’s just like you.
Maybe we were opposites. Opposites attract,
But you were never into me, so ima pause that.
Ima go back like a throw back, and let you hold that,
Cause I know that a heart is what you lack.
Your spirit’s so cold that it stops me in my tracks and
It’s hard to fight back.
Too bad you’re no good, just a knife in my back;
I’m the wood to your ax and I’m just stating facts.
I see where your mind’s at, based on your acts.
I’m in the blues room listening to the sax,
I breathe and relax, get high to the max, since life gives back –
Shots ‘cause it’s screwing us, short cause it’s new to us
Plus it’s confusing us, maybe that’s what’s bruising us.
But I can’t slow down ‘cause
I’ve been the only one there from beginning,
I give like I’m Lennon, I’m true and forgiving.
You’re incapable of love
So you don’t know the feeling,
Feels like my heart’s been thrown to the ceiling
Nah! tossed in a trench, now blown to oblivion...
Oblivion... oblivion, tossed in a trench, now blown to oblivion.
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DIOMAR PEREZ
REBEL WITH CAUSE
I’m forever protected as long as words are my weapons.
I’m effortless with my cleverness.
I got a arsenal if you’re ever disrespecting this.
I’m a wordsmith, connecting concepts like letters when they’re in cursive.
My lines hit the twine with rhymes so far ahead of your time.
That your soul has trouble keeping up with my mind.
So you gotta be kidding me, trying to get rid of me,
When my metaphors and similes
Find your existence through an epidemy.
I’ll take your pain that is permanently tattooed,
And mold it to a poetic statue.
I’m that true.
Your simulation has a poetic statute of limitations.
Well I’m too clever to not last forever.
My words are addictive,
More potent than dope
And linger in the air call - it second-hand hope.
My competition is missing.
Better yet, nonexistent. Listen.
I’m the very definition of truth.
The constant repetition and my vision is proof.
I got poetic genetics.
My lyrical connectics
Have fought, for this poetic assault.
I was born ready on the first day.
Dropping jewels like confetti with the word play.
I write so my feelings don’t build up like mildew
Sticks and stones may break your bones,
But these words may damn near kill you.
At the same time, they’ll heal you.
Rebuild you.
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Now you stronger than ever.
I last longer than forever.
I’m greater than better.
I mean better than great. I’m the greatest you guessed.
I’m the best of the best.
No need to protest
I’m better than the rest.
I Confess.
My lines are deeper than the space of time
But to be honest, I just say what’s on my mind.
And it just happens to rhyme.
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CASSANDRA DEEN
LOST IN TIME: IN HOPES OF WHAT WE HAVE YET, CANNOT BE
I lay in bed
Traveling in time
Thinking of when we were kids
When we held hands
Ran the streets of Houston
Henry Forsyth
With you
Through the rain.
Dawn to dusk
Puddles show the night sky
The way we were
How you would always be there
for me.
Cold and rain
12th Street Rag
Tears flow
Piano plays by the fireside
Stone buildings
The paves
Rusted carriages
Lost in time.
Like drawings engraved
Deep within
The glow of the street lamps
The color of your uncle’s bourbon
Light our gaze
How our feet danced
Lifting our spirits
Running through the rain.
Fear of my father
The sickness of my mother
I lost you
I lost you...In time
In our place
I loved you
Formally dear
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Sincerely true
And how a hundred years passed
Didn’t think I could be here again
Beside you....
Now.
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APRIL MOJICA
GHAZAL FOR TÍO*
Tío, of copper face chiseled macho.
where is your gun in the brown paper bag, chiseled macho?
The white tapered waves that recline from your brow
Seem soft lambs wool over sharpened steel, chiseled macho.
Love was not what you showed but did in the frock of a flower clerk
30 years, sober or drunk--eyes raging red in starched white collar, chiseled macho.
It is the African; it is the Taino, in checkmated war stance
In your determined strong backed crease willed way, chiseled macho.
With shadowed eyes and fire water you roared out for “Ellington!”
When your wife o.d.’d and motherless chicas multiplied in the projects, chiseled macho.
Fearful of cracking marble, I never prodded, only uncle,
about Victorio, my dapper Black abuelo, who captures me in his photo, chiseled macho.
Tío? The casket I chipped in for says the cancer has defeated you
Your good looks have always defied struggle, chiseled macho.
* This poem is dedicated to my Tio Victorio Mojica, and his father of the same name.
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JOSE GUZMAN
MY CITY/THE BRONX
Don’t ever walk with your head down through a neighborhood that’s not yours.
Always look at your surroundings.
Don’t trust someone you just met.
People would be friends with you when it’s beneficial to them.
These are different things I’ve heard while growing up in The Bronx.
Being a Bronx native I’ve learned a lot about the streets and how they work.
It’s either you have the strength to make it through them,
Or they will possess you.
Everyone has a block,
A block is our home; it’s our comfort zone.
But on every block there’s one person who thinks
They’re the god of the block.
Not in my eyes
Why fear someone who bleeds the same as you?
Why respect someone you know nothing about?
Respect is earned, not given.
The Bronx teaches you a lot:
Teaches you how to cross the street
When you playing in the water from the fire hydrant.
Teaches you how to count
When you playing a game of basketball.
Teaches you how to run
When you’re playing tag
Teaches you how to defend yourself
Because you’ll do anything to defend your family.
That’s what The Bronx is: a training camp
Training you to overcome anything you face.
Welcome to the Bronx, the home of the brave.
If you can make it in The Bronx,
You can make it anywhere in the world.
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KIMSHUAN SEPULVEDA
MY DEAREST NEW YORK
For 130 years, I have stood unmoved.
A silent witness to tragedy and victory.
I stand tall in their darkest hour.
Strong I must remain.
For I am a beacon of hope.
My light burns bright in the storm.
For I am the mother of refugees.
When my faith weakens,
I remember Emma’s words,
“Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.”
Oh, how her words remain with me all this years, engrave into my soul.
My dearest New York.
How you have grown and blossomed!
Paving your own way, forging your own identity.
My dearest New York.
The wind brings me tales of your youth.
Your secrets flow free from the Hudson.
His tales of you free, wild, green with innocence,
How I envy him, wish to have known you
When you were wild and pure.
Hudson whispers tales of the Dutch.
Who divided and built walls all around you.
Grid by grid they did with you as they wished.
Manipulating you for their own gain.
The fires of greed burn, leaving,
Your gardens wilted and perished
A concrete jungle blossoms from the ashes.
Skyscrapers rise all around you.
Yet you took it all in stride.
I saw your struggles and achievements.
In all your hardship.
You remain true to my message.
Your kindness and warmth embrace.
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Always welcoming all those who seek shelter
Within your walls
Long before my arrival.
For 130 years, I have stood unmoved.
A silent witness to tragedy and victory.
For 130 years, I have stood unmoved.
A silent witness to tragedy and victory.
I stand tall in their darkest hour.
Strong I must remain.
For I am a beacon of hope.
My light burns bright in the storm.
For I am the mother of refugees.
My dearest New York.
I see you.
Rushing train to train
Working two jobs just to make ends meet.
Cramped in a studio apartment with your best friend.
Dreaming of making it big.
Your eyes sparkle whenever you pass the bright lights of Broadway.
I watched you.
Beamed with pride.
When you received the call that made your dreams true.
The winds carry your song from Broadway.
You didn’t waste your shot.
You made it.
My dearest New York.
How you have grown and blossomed!
Paving your own way, forging your own identity.
My dearest New York.
You have endured tragedies and victories.
You stood firm for your beliefs.
Even when others rallied against you.
You continue to push forward.
My dearest New York.
I see you looking down upon me from your skyscrapers.
Time has taken your innocence and free spirit.
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Long gone are the days where you ran free
Through vast green hills, trees, and wetlands.
My dearest New York.
Do you remember your first name?
Does Mannahatta bring back any memories?
When you walk through Central Park
Do you reminisce about your past?
My dearest New York.
You have withstood
Time, change and injustice.
You have learned, adapted and survived
How you have grown and blossome!
Your identity has been forged, your path is clear
You are the American dream.
For all those who seek your protection
You are hope.
My identity was forged in your reflection New York.
If your faith ever weakens
Have no fear, you are not alone.
I see you
In the face of the immigrants who crowd the subways.
I see you
In the face of children who play at my feet.
I see you
In all those who call you home.
As I watch over you remember Here I stand unmoved.
A silent witness to your pain and happiness,
I stand tall in your darkest hour.
Look upon me for strength.
For I am a beacon of hope.
My light burns bright in the storm.
For I am your reflection,
My dearest New York.
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TAMIA MOORE
NEW YORK CITY IS THE PLACE TO BE
New York...New York...New York City
The place where tourists come to visit and take pictures
The place where if you move too slow someone behind you will yell “move quicker!”
The place where you definitely won’t find a better diversity/mixture
New York...New York...New York City
The place where you feel welcomed even if you don’t belong
The place where your train ride is filled with dancing & people singing along
The place where even if we’re beat down, we still remain strong!
New York...New York...New York City
The place where there is a deli or bodega on every corner
The place where you can enjoy your neighborhood as the weather gets warmer
The place that took so many losses leaving the city with mourners
New York...New York...New York City
The place where it can get a little dangerous at night
The place where during the day all you see is people left and right
The place where you can get lost so easily with all these lights
New York...New York...New York City
The place that belongs to some of the greatest
The place where if you have a problem you have to face it
The place where you need to stay up to date on the latest
New York...New York...New York City
The place where the beauty, tall buildings & bridges will leave your mind blown
The place where at times even with so many people you can still feel alone
The place that will forever be my home...
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YUMIKO FELIZ
NEW YORK CITY
New York, city of colors, lights, diversity and life
New York, you used to be a rainbow full of
Colors,
Colors that today are just a black and white
Sky on a stormy day.
Lights are now afraid of your darkness.
Diversity that used to be equality is
Now the reflection of what it was fifty years ago.
A life that is now death after you decide to choose
Thorns instead of roses.
New York City, I used to love you, but today I’m
Scared of the wall that separates us.
However, I will never leave you.
In your lands
I have sown my cemeteries
That have already bloomed.
Four years of storm are waiting,
But someday the sun will
Rise again.
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ASSATA DIABI
PERSISTANCE
Arriving in the United States changed my life. Everything had to start from the beginning.
First of all, I have been learning English. It hasn’t really taken me long to learn English, but
I wanted to learn it quickly. English is different from French, and sometimes when I wanted
to understand a sentence, I used a translator. It didn’t give me the correct answer, so I had to
put away my French hat and take an English hat as my teacher told me. However, by doing
all my work in English I have found the real meaning of words which improve my vocabulary
and my understanding has gotten much better because I think more in English than French.
This allowed me to see my determination about learning and how hard and dedicated a
worker I am. My determination will serve me in college because if you are determined, you
know what you want and you need a lot of persistence to study in order to do well.
I have my high school diploma from my country, and I look forward to continuing my
education in order to become a midwife.Therefore, I would like to be a midwife. I have chosen that field because I love children and I’m interested in women’s health. My parents have
called me “our midwife’’ because two years ago back home, I had helped my cousin to give
birth to her baby. It was midnight, and nobody was there to help. My family had been scared
about this situation and I needed to do something about it. It took a lot of courage to help
her. I remember saying to her “Push, cousin, push. You’re almost there.” It was amazing to see
the baby coming from his mother. The baby came with the umbilical cord around his neck.
My aunt was so worried that she closed her eyes when she saw the umbilical cord around
his neck. I was scared, too, but I removed the cord from his neck and tried to make him cry.
He cried, and everybody was relieved. That was my first time taking a newborn in my small
hands. I will never forget that day.
I believe in myself. When I put my mind to something, it has to be done. I recall a day I
had asked my big brother why he never asks me about my life because in my culture, it’s the
brothers’ duty to look out for their sisters. He said, “you are somebody I have always wanted
to be. When I look at you, I see a woman who will build a good life because you are dedicated, smart and ambitious.’’ I couldn’t say anything after these words. I felt proud, happy and
exalted because deep down I know I have those qualities. Now, I know what to do to make
my dreamcome true. Starting college will be a good beginning. However, I’m undocumented
student so I can’t have any financial aid. This scholarship will help me to reduce my work’s
hours and go to school full time in order to get my associate degree in two years.
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SIERRA LEBRON
MY HOSTOS REFLECTIONS
Every semester I say this is the most difficult one yet.
Then the next semester comes asking, “You want to bet!”
I know I will reach the goal but I have definitely worked up more than a sweat
I have to keep my dreams in mind - Yes, one day I will own a jet!
I thank Hostos Community College every day for not placing me in debt!
My grandma came here in the seventies while caring for two children so high standards were
set.
Everything she has done for me to get here I will never forget.
Hostos has taught me that I am my greatest asset!
Hostos has taught me everything I place my mind to I will definitely get.
The social workers on the third floor are dead-set,
On helping me change to a positive mindset.
I hear their voices tell me to push forward in my ears like a cassette.
Therapy has become the greatest outlet.
My time with them has helped me to press Reset.
I live my life now open to love; I am free of regret!
For I was just learning, I was getting my feet wet.
There is no reason for me to be upset.
I can just relax and allow my worries be carried away by the water below a sunset.
I am an open canvas and Hostos has added colors to my pallette.
My Children’s Literature class introduced me to my best friend - the alphabet.
My Political Science Honors class has taught me to be the people’s cadet.
It is up to the people to speak up for those who could be harmed by threat.
We have to speak up! We are not just a dictator’s pet!
Community service feels like I am covering my body with georgette.
It does more than enhance my silhouette.
It is to my community I owe a public debt.
Working with artists that before I had never met.
Maybe next semester I will sing to the elderly in a quartet!
In my independent Food Studies class I always imagine we will be munching on baguettes,
That we made in a fancy silver kitchenette,
Where we test out new vinaigrettes.
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Though I am vegan - so within my teeth it would not be set.
I have learned factory farms are becoming as dangerous as cigarettes.
The oceans are being wiped clean in their nets.
I think about ways to use my agency to free the animals like Tibet!
Chemistry has to be the hardest class I ever met.
She has taught me I am made of elements; I am not just a brunette.
If she gave me time to sleep I would probably wake up in a cold-sweat.
Sociology has taught me there are many subsets.
The world is not only meant for the fun jet set.
Although there is not a wall yet,
We have to learn about others who might be the missing piece to your duet.
We have an opinion; we can voice it on more than the Internet.
Although this time out of work may have temporarily lowered my liquid asset,
I know my words will be world known. I will be as big as the videocassette.
Flyers for my lectures will be pouring from the inkjets.
I will be as famous as Juliet.
Affirmations from Louise Hays fill my handset.
I pray every day just to hold a curette.
In your mind I hope these words you did let.
For one day we might go driving in my Corvette,
Or you could visit me in my amazing home on Lafayette.
We could eat a delicious meal and practice our etiquette,
Because I promise you I will have a dope living room set.
I will even sign you a copy of my novelette!
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ROSA HERRERA
JUST ME
The drizzle comes and passes fast. Sometimes our dreams are like a drizzle. They come to
our minds but do not come to be a reality. Here is something about me: I am Rosa Jaqueline
Herrera. I am a 38 year old wife, worker, student, and mother of three children. I have tried
to finish my education on many occasions but for financial problems and life circumstances
like health issues and economic problems it was a difficult task for me. In December, 2014,
I decided to continue going to school again. I could say that I started at zero because I did
not finish high school in my country. That’s why I got into the Continuing Education program
at Hostos Community College in the GED Program. I was in that program for three months,
then I took the city test and passed it the first time. I also got into the ESL classes, in the Clip
program for two semesters with satisfactory result. Now I have finished my first semester and
have earned a total of 15 credits.
School is a challenge and I am aware that it’s difficult. My regular day starts at 5:00
A.M. every morning because I must prepare food for my family and get my children ready
for school. I have to drop my daughters at school, one at 8:10 and then walk a few of blocks
to drop off my baby daughter at 8:30. After that, I have to walk a fair amount of blocks from
there to take the train and get to school before 9:30. Most of the time I finish my classes at
12:30 pm. I try to do some homework or read over my notes before 1:50 pm because sometimes I have to go to work or go to pick up my daughters at school. When I get home, I have
to cook, clean, help my daughters with their homework and do my own.
My learning process has been slower than it could be. It hasn’t been fast for two
reasons: math and grammar. I have never like math. This is why I had to take math in one
summer semester to help me pass the math requirement. But I have been devoted to learn
everything that is needed for my major and move on. Today I am happy because last semester I passed Math 120. Now writing in English for me is a big challenge because I have a lot
of problems with grammar and spelling. Today I am working a lot on learning how to write
better and stay at on college level.
Hostos Community College is expensive for me, even though it is the least expensive
tuition in the City University. I have to pay my own tuition. Every month I have to have $800
for my tuition payment plan. I am very motivated to finish my school. I just hope to be able to
pay it.
I know that education is beneficial for people. Education opens our minds and prepares us to become better, brighter people. I want to be a good example for my children and
a good contribution to the community. I am a faithful believer that we must take care of our
health. My goal is to become a Dietition. I want to help people learn how to take care of their
health. For me helping people is thrilling. Also, I understand that I have a long way to go.
That’s why I am doing everything step by step.
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KATHERYN ACEVEDO
EDUCATIONAL GOALS REFLECTION
My educational goals benefit my community because while perusing a nursing degree I am
volunteering in a hospital. If it weren’t for my educational goals I might not have been driven
enough to offer my time to volunteer in a hospital to gain experience for my chosen field. I
also do volunteer and community service through the Hostos Student Leadership Academy.
That wouldn’t be possible if I was not a student perusing an education. Also, when I become
a nurse (RN) I will be helping not just my community with my service, but most of all my
family and my family is part of the community. My dad has high blood pressure and high
cholesterol. My mom is a breast cancer survivor and has other health issues. My eldest son
is a special needs child whom has daily mental and emotional challenges, as well as asthma.
My very dear aunt died of Alzheimer’s 2 years ago, not remembering who I was. I want to be
able to help my family by taking care of each and every one of them. I also want to take care
of them financially, since we are poor. I also want to make my family proud by being the first
generation college graduate!
In my community of the South Bronx, asthma is an epidemic that is mostly affecting
our children. I want to be able to help with the knowledge I will gain in nursing school. I will
be very effective in my community because I will be able to say that I have been on both
sides of the spectrum: first as a parent then as a medical professional. I will be able to sympathize with these children suffering from this chronic disease, as well as provide support
and information to the parents. I will show compassion and understanding to those that are
ill and need medical treatment. There are so many sick people in the South Bronx and I hope
to give back to my community by helping them get better and in turn bettering their lives
as well as their families. I feel there is a lack of information out there and when I become a
medical professional, I will be able to provide that information to my community. My fellow
neighbors will be more responsive to me because they know I too am a Bronx resident, so I
understand the need of our people for better medical care and that starts with being educated on our health.
My family is the driving force of my passion for the medical field because they are sick.
I don’t want to put my parents in a home for the elderly to let someone else care for them; I
want to care for them. I want to be their nurse and be able to show compassion and patience
as I treat their medical needs. I also want to be able to treat and care for my son Christopher,
whom takes many medications throughout the day to treat his illnesses.
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RAZ RIVERA
GENDER AND OUR IDENTITY
“Don’t cry – you’re a boy!” “Close your legs – that’s not how girls sit!” We have all heard these
phrases. We have a set of expectations for boys; and a different set of expectations for girls.
These expectations come from traditional gender roles and gender lessons which is how we
are taught to be males and females. Gender plays a big part in our lives and is a big component of our identity, which is how we identify ourselves and therefore is very important to
us all. Our identity is comprised of many different components. Some of these identity components are an achieved status into which we put a conscious effort to attain, like a student
status or a career choice and job position. And other components of our identity are ascribed
to us at birth, such as our familial ties (e.g. sister, daughter), our age, race, nationality, ethnicity, and our assigned sex category: male or female. I often question my own identity, how I
view myself, and the order of importance of markers in my identity list. Am I a woman first
or a mother? Am I Israeli, American, Kibbutznic, or New Yorker? Am I a feminist? Do I identify
as a widow, ex, lover? And how do I want to be perceived in this male-dominated society? At
times my list may grow shorter or longer and a certain status may move up or down on my
list - according to present priorities. And even though my own identity is forever evolving,
I continue to remain open minded in hopes of reaching new levels of growth and understanding. This paper will focus on how gender roles are instilled in us through lessons we are
taught about gender and the process of gender socialization; that is how we all “do gender”
(Lorber).
“Performing” or “doing” gender starts from a very young age. At birth we are assigned
a sex category. We are either male or female; this starts the ball rolling in regards to how we
communicate with others, how others communicate with us, how we wish to be perceived,
and what is expected of us. Scholar Judith Lorber writes, “A sex category becomes a gender
status through naming, dress, and the use of other gender markers.”(55). Lorber also makes
distinctions between “sex category” which is merely our genitals at birth, and “gender status”
which are social markers that perpetuate gender inequality, stereotypes, and gender lessons.
Most parents, whether homophobic or not, want society to recognize their child as belonging either to male category, or female category. That is precisely why we have specific boy
names and girl names; we have boy colors and girl colors, all so there will be no confusion.
Because some believe that sexual orientation or preference is learned, they fear that a child’s
confusion about basics like names, colors, and clothes, can lead to gayness. As author Catherine Newman asks, “… is pink imagined to be the effect of gayness? Or is it the cause?” (166).
To avoid confusion and establish gender identity, girl babies are dressed by parents in pink
or purple; and boy babies are dressed in blue or green.
Stereotypical distinctions continue with the toys that parents choose for their children. For instance, girls play with dolls with the belief that they will learn to be nurturing and
grow up to be good mothers. Girls are also given kitchen utensils to play with, so that they
will grow up knowing their “role” in life, and their “position” in the family constellation. On
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the other hand, boys are given toy vehicles, balls, and guns to play with. Lorber writes that
from a very young age children: “… start to refer to themselves as members of their gender”
(55). This shows that for cisgender children, identity develops in direct connection to and
correlation with their assigned gender. For example, I have two children. And my nine year
old daughter Rebeccah is a “girly” girl that loves art, wearing makeup, and designing clothes.
I also have a six year old son Jericho who is an opinionated, strong, loving, defiant boy who
likes to play with balls, guns, and dolls. Jericho also likes to try on my high heels and put on
makeup, which his father finds extremely disturbing, but since I have sole custody I allow my
son to experiment and play as he wishes. However, I only allow this inside our home since we
live in a project in a harsh reality Bronx neighborhood. And if I allowed my son to go outside
wearing heels, makeup, and holding a doll, I am not sure what might happen. When I read
“Pretty Baby” by: Catherine Newman, I thought more power to her. Even though to be honest, I think Newman must live in a better neighborhood which affords her luxuries that my
children and I do not have: to me, a “better neighborhood” means a place where people earn
more money and receive a comprehensive education which allows them to grow into well
rounded individuals, who have been exposed to a wide array of experiences/people that has
shaped them. Studies show that economically stable people are more tolerant people or accepting of others, and I think that in these neighborhoods self expression would be met with
less harsher consequences.
Identity continues to develop and by puberty “… sexual feelings and desires and practices have been shaped by gendered norm and expectations” (55). As teenagers we look to
belong and we look for peer validation and approval. As a result I observe girls doing “feminine/girly” things to get attention and validation from their peers. For example, girls will get
their hair and nails done wear tight fitting jeans and/or a short shirt that leaves their stomach
exposed. Boys for the same reasons will try to become more “masculine” and more “manly”,
by working out to get “pumped” and “cut”. These interactions that teenagers display are all a
part of what Lorber describes as a “gendered mating dance” (55), and is done to attract the
opposite sex. Personally, as a teenager, I never did my hair or nails, but I do remember being
told that I need to start wearing a bra – which I hated. Also, I remember I started dressing
nicer on Friday evenings to go eat dinner at the Kibbutz dining room because I craved the
attention and I wanted to be seen.
Gender lessons learned in childhood continue to shape our gender roles in adulthood
as we continue to “do” gender on many different levels, and in many aspects of our lives.
Lorber explains, “… the continuing purpose of gender as a modern social institution is to
construct women as a group to be subordinates of men” (62). A prime example of this is how
the traditional family structure has been set up as a patriarchy for centuries which still continues to be upheld to a great extent today. Even though gender roles have changed with
women joining the workforce, gender expectations have not changed. Therefore, being a
woman and a mother today is more of a strenuous and conflicting role than before, when
women were not expected to work outside the home. Since today a woman/mother needs
to contribute financially to the household, she works out the home (for money), but at the
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same time she is still expected to cook, clean, and take care of the children. And although
more men help out at home, the majority of work that must be done at home is still primarily
considered to be the woman’s responsibility. We see that a deliberate aim of the construction
of gender is that women are subordinate to men (Lorber) and therefore a woman’s work in
comparison to a man’s work is considered secondary and lesser in importance and pay. On
the opposite hand, I grew up on a Kibbutz in Israel and one deliberate aim of a Kibbutz is to
break up the family’s patriarchal structure and promote gender equality so women can contribute to labor on the Kibbutz on an equal level and equal pay to men.
The Kibbutz freed women from the burden of child rearing by instituting collective
children’s houses with communal sleeping arrangements, thus allowing women to partake
in all labor on the Kibbutz, promoting the goals of the collective. As a child of the Kibbutz
movement, I started working at a very young age; in fact I was encouraged to work in physically demanding labor. And my passion lied in agriculture, particularly working the cotton
fields. I was always encouraged to take on more responsibility, and from sixth grade I started
going to school one day less every week so that I could work and contribute more to my Kibbutz. My responsibilities grew in all areas of my life and by age twelve I became the youngest volunteer “runner”, this meant that during times when my Kibbutz was being bombed I
would run, during the very short reprieves, and I would bring bread and water to the people
in the bomb shelters.
By contributing I felt respected and needed which help mold me into a strong independent woman. Later on in life, when I grew up and became a soldier, I served in a combat zone, in a predominantly male unit. However, now I experienced a double bind when I
served in the I.D.F. because I wanted the men in the unit to take me seriously so I did not act
“girly” nor did I sleep around. The result was that the more I disregarded my personal expression of womanhood the more I became one of the guys/masculine and I got the respect
and acknowledgement I deserved, but in any case I was never free to be myself. Today I am a
widow and an ex, I have sole custody of both my children, and I am a college student. Therefore, I can definitely identify with concepts of strenuous and conflicting roles in regards to
my womanhood and motherhood, where most of the burdens of raising children and paying
bills rest on my shoulders and I need to be a strong woman for my children. But I draw on the
strength instilled in me by my Kibbutz family, and my upbringing because I was never told I
must conform or buy into society’s accepted gender roles. Instead I was allowed to explore
my own way: work in physically demanding labor, serve in a combat zone, hitchhike, and
dress and have my hair as I wished, I was free to make my own choices and learn from them.
Another contributor to the inequality between women and men is the way boys are
taught masculinity. As seen on YouTube, in “Tough Guise” Jackson Katz explains hyper masculinity. Young boys, who are exposed to this hyper masculinity role model and misogyny,
form a very unhealthy view of women and their behavior becomes increasingly aggressive
and hostile towards most of the world. Thus, they grow up to be angry men and they cannot
sustain the “tough guy” image for too long without any consequences and repercussions.
Ultimately, tough guys, by upholding a false image of masculinity, bring much pain on themDecember 2017									ESCRIBA! 82

selves and the people in their lives, thus contributing to the destruction of their own families.
The way a “tough guy” “does gender” is by projecting, a mask 24/7, by being comfortable
with expressing anger, aggression, and hostility. This is very sad yet a reality still prevalent in
our society today where too many men feel they need to adhere to the false masculine image.
In the face of the “tough guy” image and misogyny stand strong feminist women.
A perfect example of the strenuous struggles and intersectionality that women endure is
found in Patricia Valoy’s story of her own mother. The Latina feminist activist Patricia Valoy
writes, “My mother’s feminism was the truest form of feminism for me; a belief in the potential upward mobility of all women” (Valoy). We can only have love and admiration for women
such as Valoy’s mother. And whether they identify themselves as feminists or not, for us their
actions, and the way they stand by their children and against abusers, is the truest and purest form of feminism. This kind of feminism flows straight from the heart, and spills selflessly
on this world and the people in it. And it is this kind of feminism that I can whole heartedly
agree and identify with since I too chose my children over my man.
Feminism and selflessness are aspects that are encompassed by Valoy and her mother. However, we must be careful of stereotypes, even those stereotypes that have a grain of
truth to them. Alice H. Eagly and Valerie J. Steffen, at Purdue University, conducted a study
called, “Gender Stereotypes Stem from the Distribution of Women and Men into Social Roles”.
The scholars tested stereotypical beliefs that “… women are more communal … and less
agentic … than men.” (735). The scholars also conclude, “Our theory and findings suggest
that gender stereotypes … will not disappear until people divide social roles equally.” (752).
Since gender roles, gender lessons, and doing gender is an everyday integral part of our lives
and our identity, it is important to be gender conscious and have awareness of how our decisions today will affect our children in the future. That is precisely why we need to raise our
daughters to be fearless, so that they will pursue careers in male dominated sectors, if they
wish, such as politics, military, and contact sports.
In conclusion, we need to break traditional views of gender roles and strive to become
an inclusive society where people are paid and judged on the merit of their actions not their
gender. However, breaking gender roles and changing gendered lessons is extremely hard
since the blame lies with us all for allowing these practices to continue. As long as women
and men continue to play the gender game by “doing gender”, there will be no change. Even
though I picked up on a lot of gender lessons such as women should not fight, and women are nurturers, because my mother is a pacifist and was a teacher. Even on the Kibbutz in
general, most women work in child care, cooking, or laundry, and most men are out in the
fields doing physical labor. But personally, I refused to conform to society’s expectations of a
woman in regards to marriage, and career choices. Instead I tried to carve out my own path
in life. I respect my mother’s pacifist views but at the same time I do not shy away from confrontation, not even physical confrontations.
I have made conscious efforts and decisions to pave a better world for my children,
where they can have more equal opportunity to pursue what they want, and the freedom to
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express themselves as they wish without fear of retribution. And just in case – I also teach my
children how to fight and defend themselves. But with all my efforts, society still views me
only as a woman: helpless, weak, and needy. In addition, if I am in the company of a man I am
perceived to be dependent on that man. I know this because when I go with my children and
my ex to “I Hop” I order the food for all of us and at the end I ask for the check and every time
the waitress hands my ex the check – not me! What I really want is respect and for society
to see me as the strong woman that I am. The woman who from childhood survived many
wars, a woman soldier, and a woman who worked in the blazing heat laying down irrigation
pipes in the cotton fields, who uprooted herself in search of a better life and meaning, who
chose her children over her man, a woman who will stand on principles – even when that
means she stands alone, a survivor and a lover of life. But sadly, that is not how I am perceived. If I was perceived as strong and capable, I would be handed the check when I ask for
it instead of being disregarded and dismissed because I am a woman. In fact I have countless
other examples where I have been mistreated, disrespected, and disregarded on the base
of my gender alone. But I would need to write a book to name all those examples. So I hope
as more women and men educate themselves, inform others, and take a stand, significant
change for the better will be evident. With more tolerance, acceptance, equal treatment and
opportunities for women, an accurate perception of women will prevail. However, today gender inequality still remains prevalent in the United States of America and the world. Honestly
speaking, gender inequality is a problem that can be changed with conscious efforts if we all
work together.
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KENDRA FRANCILOT
AREN’T WE ALL HUMANS?
“When at 15, my girlfriends started dropping out of their beloved sports teams, because they didn’t want to appear muscle-y, when at 18, my male friends were unable
to express their feelings, I decided that I was a feminist. .Emma Watson--UN Speech (b.
1990--__ )
Growing up as a girl, you always hear about things that you should not do, or about
how a man has to be respected because “they bring home the bacon.” Personally, growing up
in an underdeveloped country I knew girls that were denied education because they were
girls. Apparently, to their families only boys go to school; girls should stay home and learn
how to do house chores. But, is that right?
Emma Watson, a self-proclaimed feminist, once said “When at 15, my girlfriends started
dropping out of their beloved sports teams, because they didn’t want to appear muscle-y,
when at 18, my male friends were unable to express their feelings, I decided that I was a feminist” (UN Speech 1990). In the first part of her quote Ms. Watson is referring to the stigma of
how a girl should look. A girl should not have muscles, she should be thin, and dress a certain
way. It was reported that President Trump likes the women who work for him to “dress like
women.” What does it even mean to dress like a woman? The world has extremely evolved
since its creation. Now more and more women are joining the armed forces. Should they go
to war wearing dresses and high-heeled shoes? That would be impossible. We have come a
long way from the time where women were staying home and taking care of the household
and the men were working to provide for the family. We cannot go back to that time anymore. Girls or women should not be forced to avoid sports or physical activities they enjoy
because society is afraid they would look like men. Unless they undergo surgery, how is a
woman going to look like a man when they have very different body features. Women should
feel free to do what it is they enjoy. If they want to play soccer, they should be able to. Society
needs to stop pressuring women into being someone they are not; into a person with a fake
personality.
The second part of Ms. Watson’s quote takes on the same approach but this time she
refers to how society expects men to be. Men are supposed to be strong and in control;
they cannot show emotions. Furthermore, when a man has many girlfriends, it is considered
acceptable by society; however, a woman that has more than one boyfriend is given all the
derogatory adjectives in the dictionary. Humans are supposed to have feelings; it is part of
what makes us living human beings. Humans have emotions and they have mood swings.
Is a male not a human? Let’s take it one step further: even animals have feelings. They might
not be able to talk and reason like we do but there is nothing more strong and touching
than a dog’s contentment when they are reunited with their beloved owner after just a few
days. If animals can show emotions, why is society trying to make men act like robots with
no feelings or emotions? It should be acceptable for a man to express himself and express his
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feelings. It should be admissible for a man to experience pain and let the world know what
he feels. Showing emotions and feelings do not make men “whiny,” “girly,” or “sissy” as society
likes to say. It just makes them human.
On a personal level, I can relate to Ms. Watson as I have been labeled “bossy” and many
other adjectives. I had men being afraid to date me because I am “strong minded”. Am I not
allowed to have my own opinion? Why does a man have to feel threaten by me expressing myself? I had the opportunity to be raised with two sisters and I was lucky enough that
our parents believed in raising strong independent women. They sacrificed a lot to enroll
all three of us in one of the best schools my country has to offer. They wanted us to have a
strong education. Yes, when I was in school, they still thought us how to act like a woman
like we had to sit with our legs closed, it was an all-girl school after all; however, they taught
us to believe in ourselves, they taught us to be strong and independent. This is why it leaves
me baffled that society still believe that women are not equal to men, or that women are not
entitled to the same rights and opportunities as men. We are in 2017, everything has evolved
and improved, it is time for society to do the same.
Both men and women are, before and above all, human. They should be considered
equals. The fact that women do not have the same genitalia as men does not mean they
are weaker or less equal. It only makes them different. Furthermore, if we were to talk about
strength women are actually stronger than men because men do not have to spend nine
months carrying a fetus. When I say this, I do not mean men are weaker. I believe we are
equal and that men and women should both treat each other with respect. As human beings
we should all have the same right. I also believe that men should advocate as for women, as
much as women, to be considered equal and have equal rights because whether they like it
or not a man came from a woman’s womb. What do you the reader believe? Do you believe
that women should have the same right as men because they are human beings; or do you
believe men are superior?
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ENID MARIN
WE TEACH GIRLS SHAME
“We teach girls shame. Close your legs; cover yourself, we make them feel as though
being born female, they’re already guilty of something. And so girls grow up to be
woman who silence themselves. They grow up to be women who cannot say what
they truly think. And they grow up- and this is the worst thing we do to girls—they
grow to be women who have turned pretense into an art form”.
						Chimamamda Ngozi Adichie (1977- )
Women are looked at by society as individuals who are expected to look, act, behave
and make decisions according to their gender role. They are stereotyped to be implicit,
unique, honest, loyal, respectful, delicate, and most important, obedient to their superiors/partners. They are trained and programed at an early age to wear dresses, act like a
lady, obey their partner and to keep their ideas and emotions hidden from others. They are
taught to disguise themselves as strong emotionless women, to be a beautiful piece of art
and put their feelings to the side. Women are molded as young girls to what society has
claimed and presumed to be what female’s are to be in society. They are embedded with the
ideas that they do not have the right to speak up and to stand up for themselves when they
are feeling vulnerable and unappreciated. Women are postulated to stand by their partner’s
side in good times and in bad times, help them succeed in life, be their backbone, servant,
uplift their spirit, stand strong for them when they are feeling down. But who stands by a
woman’s side in times of emotional need and support? Who wipes their tears in time of failure, loneliness and cry for help?
As a child I remember asking God why did he punish me with the plague of being born
a girl. My parents had very strong expectations on how a girl had to behave and act in public.
My mother taught me at the age of eight how to iron and cook. She always said how it was
my duty as a woman to cook, clean and iron for my future husband. I did not understand
why being born a girl meant being punished for it. I set goals at a very young age to prove
my parents that being born a girl did not shape my role in society, it did not mean I automatically fall into the duties of what women are stereotyped to be. At the age of eleven my father
was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease. It than became my duty to be his caregiver alongside my mother. I never spoke about my feelings, thoughts, or views on how I felt about my
father’s condition nor my duties as a female daughter. I wasn’t allowed to be weak and show
signs of emotions, if so I would be punished and times even get whipped for being so what
they called “foolish”. I was raised to obey rules regardless of how I felt and what I thought of
them. There was no such thing as speaking my mind.
At twelve I got my period, a girl’s most important event in her life but I did not know
any better, I felt like my world was crushing as I believed I was dying; no one ever spoke to
me about what a woman goes through at puberty. I married at the age of nineteen because
it was “the right thing to do” and it was my duty to marry and have kids. Although I had high
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expectations, I felt the obligation to please my parents and take on the role of being born a
women. I did not have the qualification of going to college and having a career, simply because I was not born a male. I was to follow in my mother’s footsteps no matter what. Now, as
an adult, a single mother of two beautiful children, I still struggle to break out of those chains
of beliefs. I still struggle to express my opinion and feelings and this has caused me so much
pain, confusion and sorrow throughout my life. But as time passes by I have learned that it’s
not how we are raised that makes us happy in life but rather it’s how we accept and view
things, as well as who we surround ourselves with. I have learned that holding on to anger
and grudges gives me no peace and no sense of joy.
My life has not been the life I dreamed of as a child but I have taken my experience as a
lesson that should not on my part be repeated with my children. Women should be allowed
to be who they want to be, dress like they want, excel in life, become the best they can be
without any prejudice of sexuality or gender roles in society. Gender should not determine
what and who you are to be in society. There is no gain or positive outcome in stereotyping
gender roles, rather it obstructs an individual’s capacity to flourish and excel in life. We stunt
their potential of becoming great, unique individuals and instead train girls instead to be a
piece of art with no emotion and feeling. We need to stop training our beautiful little girls to
fill old, strict gender roles and instead give them the guidance and freedom to be the best
human beings they can be. They should be encouraged to have emotions, self determination, to be proud of who they are; to stand up for their beliefs, speak up, and make decisions
without being sabotaged for being born a women. Women are not born to be anyone’s piece
of art in their gallery. Rather, we are unique and should be valued and respected.
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GLENORE DE JESUS
THERE IS A RESEMBLANCE
“There is a resemblance between men and women, not a contrast. When a man begins
to recognize his feelings, the two unite. When men accept the sensitive side of themselves, they come alive.” -Anais Nin
Anais Nin’s quote “There is a resemblance between men and women, not a contrast.
When a man begins to recognize his feelings, the two unite. When men accept the sensitive
side of themselves, they come alive” for me means that men and women both have emotions
and weaknesses that they should not be ashamed of. Most of the times, women are stereotyped as sensitive or emotional, while men are usually perceived as brave and tough. I think
that we should not look at men and women that way because men and women are both
human beings with feelings, strengths, and weaknesses; therefore, in any way, should not be
looked at differently.
As a wife and a mother, I could relate to Nin’s quote because I don’t look at myself as
different or inferior to my husband. As husband and wife, we work together, we share responsibilities, and we treat each other with respect. Neither him or myself ever tried to dominate one another because for us, we are one. As parents, we know that we must help and
support each other. Life is not perfect. We make mistakes and sometimes hurt each other.
But what I am very proud of is that we know how to admit our mistakes and ask for forgiveness. The last part of Nin’s quote “When a man begins to recognize his feelings, the two unite.
When men accept the sensitive side of themselves, they come alive,” makes me think of how
my husband makes me feel that he needs me, and that I am a very important part of him. For
that, I love and respect him more; and we, as a couple, become stronger.
Like Nin, I also love to write about my life and my relationship to my loved ones. I also
have a diary where I write everything that’s happening to me. I started writing on my diary
when I first came in New York in 2008. It was very difficult for me because that was my first
time to be away from my family. Writing in my diary became my way of releasing my emotions. My diary also became a witness of all my hopes and dreams. When I look back on my
writings, what I see is a strong woman who preferred to live in foreign country because of
her love for her family. What I see a woman who is not different from her husband or any
other man. Yes, this woman has her emotions and weaknesses; but like any other individual
in this world, this woman is a human being who deserves to be treated fairly and not to be
looked at differently.
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KATHRYN GABRIEL
AND THEN WE DO A MUCH GREATER DISSERVICE TO GIRLS
“And then we do a much great disservice to girls, because we raise them to cater to
the fragile egos of males. We teach girls to shrink themselves, to make themselves
smaller. We say to girls: You can have ambition, but not too much. You should aim to be
successful but not too successful, otherwise you will threaten the man. If you are the
breadwinner in your relationship with a man, pretend that you are not, especially in
public, otherwise you will emasculate him.” Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (1977- )
I remember growing up in a Catholic family in the Philippines. I can vividly remember
my grandmother cooking her delicious meals and my mother dressing us girls (by the way
I have 3 sisters). We lived a very happy life, I cherished every single moment I had with my
grandmother and mother and my very wonderful sisters. My life was led by strong women;
women who I look up to in every shape and form. They molded me and I thank them for that.
I read Ms. Adiche’s quote about how girls were limited because they were raised to believe
that they should only be shadows amongst men, and how she, a successful writer with a
degree from two of the most prestigious universities in the United States was subjected to
limitations. I thought, perhaps it does exist, men’s superiority, paternalism and gender inequality. I cannot help but think, is it dictated by society? Is it cultural? Or is it personal?
Ms. Chimamanda Ngozi Adiche is a woman who is successful in her own right, an
immigrant who made a name for herself in the United States. Amidst her achievements, at
some point she felt limited by the society she lived in. She mentioned that she is a diversified
individual, a woman, a woman of color, an Igbo and a feminist. However at times she is not
seen as the whole package that she is, and only limited to being a woman of color. I am an
Asian and also an immigrant, I began this essay by talking about my childhood and the women who are very influential in my life. Yes, I was raised to be strong willed, to be gracious like a
lady but tough in mind and spirit. I was sent to great schools in the Philippines amidst financial limitations for the chance of becoming somebody. I was given the push to accomplish a
lot of things, because my mother believes that I can be somebody great even if I am a woman. However, like Ms. Adiche, my sociological reality tells me otherwise: I am a woman, I need
a man, I need to become a mother to be fulfilled and I cannot be a CEO because I need to be
at home before my husband to prepare dinner and take care of the kids. Yes, this is my sociological imagination, the reality where I belong that somehow influences me as an individual.
I belong to the Filipino culture, ruled by Spain for 300 years, made to believe that as a
people we were inferior. But it did not stop there. Filipino women during that regime were
never given any rights, not even the right to pursue happiness. Women were commodities
to Spaniards and to rich Filipinos. This persisted even after the Spanish regime. When the
Philippines was conquered by the Japanese, women were sold to slavery. I remembered my
grandmother had to marry at 17 to my grandfather who was twice her age because that was
the only way for her not to be taken by the Japanese. I asked her about something perhaps 2
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years before she died: “lola Ma, if you were to go back to your youth what would you want to
do differently?” She smiled and said, “If things were different, and there was no war, I would
have waited till I’m 25 or 30 before I marries, and perhaps to finish college and become an
English teacher. I would still marry your lolo Pop (Grandfather) though, because I do not want
to change that part of my life”. That conversation solidified my intention of going to college
and become somebody. The way she raised my mother defied the stereotype that is the Philippine culture. My mother, a very strong willed woman, will not accept an answer without a
viable explanation. My mother is our strength, my father cannot live a day without her. She
made me see that a woman can lead. She has 3 daughters, a husband and a great career that
put us all to college. When I thinking about my grandmother and my mother, I questioned
myself: is it culture or society that dictates our gender or is it us?
Ms. Adiche, wrote a quote that will make us rethink our gender choices. Are we doing
ourselves a disservice when we project ourselves as women? Or are we going to empower
ourselves because we are women? Personally I think we can do so much more if we try to
break out from the norm; from the usual perception. As a woman I will not limit myself and
I will do everything in my power to reach the sky and to break that glass ceiling. I owe it to
myself, to women like Ms. Adiche and I owe it to the women who raised me.
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OLA OMAR
I BELIEVE IT’S A WOMAN’S RIGHT TO DECIDE
“I believe it’s a women’s right to decide what she wants to wear and if a women can go
to the beach and wear nothing, then why can’t she also wear everything”
- 								- Malala Yousafazai
					
This quote means that if a woman wants to cover up her body for her own religious
reasons, then why can’t she? People go to the beach all the time with almost nothing on and
they do not get discriminated against, but if a woman wants to wear a hijab and cover up in
a modest way, she often gets treated differently. For example, last year (2016) a Muslim woman was at the beach wearing a hijab and not showing any skin. A few police officers ordered
her to take her hijab off and when she didn’t, they were very brutal to her. They tried forcing
it off her. It was all over the media and no one did anything about this act of injustice. Therefore, what this quote means is customs and laws should treat all women with respect and let
them be responsible for what they choose to do with their bodies.
I can relate to Malala Youssefzai’s statement based on my personal experiences. Women that choose to wear what they want to wear get judged all the time. For example, once
a girl that was in my art class wore a hijab and people made fun of her for it and started
offending her, and the teacher stop them. This is called bullying and bullying can cause a
person to feel insecure and emotionally unstable. I hear people saying insulting remarks to
women all the time if they dress a little different and this is a great example of discrimination.
In conclusion, women are discriminated against all the time and Malala is trying to
say that we should find a way to stop this cruelty. If we let women decide what they want to
wear, we are taking one step forward toward women’s equality. For example, if women could
be free to wear whatever they want in the United States without being insulted, then maybe
more work opportunities would be open to women worldwide. Malala probably wrote this
statement to open people’s eyes to women’s right to be respected. In my opinion, she inspires women to come together and fight for each other instead of fighting one another with
the intention of competing. What I took from Malala’s point of view and biography is that we
as women should fight for the rights we deserve, such as living with respect for our bodies
and therefore, keeping our integrity.
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